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IAN VAN HOUTENHOW
BINGHAM STRIKE
SITUATION IS
UNCHANGED
BALKANS WILL
BEGIN WAR
that it would take very little to draw
them in once the trouble is started.
Austria, it is believed here, will be
forced to mobilize a few of her army
corps in Bosnia so as to prevent Ser
vians from entering' the Sanjak of
Novipazar, which is part of Old Ser-vi- a
and which that country is anx
LABOR LEADERS ARE
PUT ON TRIAL FOR
DYNAMITE OUTRAGES
TS OUT OF IT ALLG
SHORTLY
BEARTRAFFIC WILL
ious to recapture. In fact, it is un-- j
derstood, the possibility of securing
that addition to her territory is the j
inducement for Servia to join forces
with her neighbors against Turkey.
With the Austrian army thus partly
mobilized, Russia, it is argued, may
think it necessary to do likewise as
she particularly desires to prevent a
repetition of the situation which occur--
red during the preceding crisis, when
she was compelled, under the' threat;
of Germany, to change iter Balkan po- -
lice because of her unpreparedness to
protect Poland against the armies of:
ORTIE M'MANIGAL AT ONCE PLEADS GUILTY AND WILL BE USED AS STATE'S
WITNESS IN ONE OF MOST REMARKABLE COURT SCENES EVER STAGED
IN ANY NATION IN HISTORY OF THE WORLD
ALREADY THE ARMIES OF NEAR
EASTERN NATIONS ARE BEING
MOBOLIZED AND TURKEY PRE-
PARES TO FIND EASY WAY
OUT -
Bingham, Utah, Oct. 1. The first of
the month found no change v in the
strike situation at Bingham. The
union officials are anxiously awaiting
news from other quarters. The re-
port that work was being done at the
United States and Yampa mines has
not been substantiated.
The names of 150 Japanese laborers
were placed on the pay roll of the
Utah Copper company. This action
was taken to stop the exodus from the
camp of Japanese laborers.
Yanco Terzich, member of the leg-
islative board of the Western Feder-
ation of Miners, left for Salt Lake City
this morning, but local officials de-
cline to make known the purpose of
his visit.
Reports are persistent that strike
breakers are being brought into camp,
but those in position to know em-
phatically deny such rumors.
Ely, Nev., Oct. 1. The labor situ-
ation is a little more hopeful this
morning. At a public meeting at 's
last night, attended by several
hundred miners and mill men, the ex-
pression against a strike was almost
unanimous. The steam shovelmen's
union has a meeting scheduled for to
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF ST. LOUIS ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC
ADMITS ITS HOLDINGS ARE WORTH $20,000,000 AND THAT THEY ARE
CONSTANTLY GROWING IN VALUE AND IN OUTPUT.
A CORPORATION'S OWN FIGURES
SURELY WILL TELL NO LIES ABOUT IT?
FIFTY-ON- E MEN FACE FEDERAL
JUDGE AND PLEAD NOT GUILTY
Germany.
Besides their natural hatred of Tur-
key and their desire to extend their
territory, all the Balkan states, It is
London, Oct. 1. Everything, accord-
ing to the dispatches from the disturb-
ed centers, seem ripe for the long ex-
pected conflagration in the near east.
The armies of tin; Balkan states are
preparing for war with feverish ac-
tivity. The mobilization order given
out yesterday is being put into effect
with all speed, according to dis-
patches received here.
' The various nations concerned ap-
pear to believe that the longed-fo- r mo-
ment has at last arrived when they
pointed out, have quarrels with Tur-- 1
key, arising out of the chronic dis-- 1 tiz-.i- i. Indianapolis, Station-orde- rin Macedonia and Albania.
There have been frequent outrages e(l withln a rail in the 6maI1 coll,--
t
against the subjects of the Balkan room where they occupied almost half
states on Turkish territory and along; the space, the defendants charged
all the frontiers the guards have been L ith complicity in the "McXamara dy- -
will be called upon to inarch against
night at which definite action is likely tliv.
... u i i.!j vf , lumey,
linked together in a conspiracy 'by an
extensive correspondence from 1905 to
1911, during which time more than 100
explosions in states scattered from
Massachusetts to California occurred
in works under construction by em-
ployers of nonunion labor.
Fifty-fou- r men were indicted last
February, but John J. McCray, Wheel-
ing, W. Va., never has been located
and the McNamara brothers are In
prison in California.
The court room which probably for
weeks will be the scene of the trail,
has long been ready. Every precau-
tion has been taken to secure quiet;
The windows of the small room, lo-
cated on an outside corner of the sec-
ond flood of the federal building, have
been heavily curtained to exclude the
The Turkish government, diplomats
asserts, would like to find an easy way
out of the present war with Italy and
thinks a war in the Balkan's would
Federation, refused to make a state-
ment this morning.
Lawrence, Mass., Oct. 1. The
at each others throats at every oppor-
tunity.
Besides Servia's desire to annex
the Sanjak of Novipazar, Bulgaria
diplomats aver, wants a slice of
Macedonia, Greece wishes for Crete,
and Montenegro has designs on Al-
bania. All the four Balkan states have
said they would he satisfied with the
introduction of reforms In Macedonia.
Turkey has promised reforms, but
they have never materialized.
Belgrade, Servia, Oct. 1. Troop
trains were leaving the capital all
night long for Nish and other garri-
son towns near the Turkish frontier.
Many business houses in this city
have been compelled to close on ac- -
namite plots" were placed on trial to-
day before Federal Judge Albert B.
Anderson, who ordered called "con-
solidated case No. 3, the United States
vs. Frank M. Ryan, et al."
On motion of the government
against J. W. Irwin, Peoria, 111; An-
drew Kavanagh, Springfield, 111.; and
Patrick H, Ryan, Chicago, were dis-
missed.
The government announced it had
no evidence against them to warrant
their trial. All of the men had been
identified with the Iron Workers' un-
ion. At the outset, Ortie E. McMani-
gal pleaded guilty.
Eugene A. Clancy anil Olaf A. Tveit-moe- ,
of San . Francisco, pleaded not
strike of 24 hours declared by the In-- ! give tne ottoman government theWorkers of the World em-- j iet-
- The Balkan states, at the same
ployed in the texUe mills of this city , time, are anxious to get at their big
as a protest against the imprisonment neighbor while she is involved with
Although the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific company, which
pays taxes on an assessed valuation of $290,000 is bonded in New York City
for $15,000,000 as has previously been shown by this paper, the public doubt-
less will learn with more than passing interest that the corporation which
Is all there is left of the Old Guard political machine, is not content with
such an appraisement of its property, but that, in its third annual report of
two years ago, it sets its assets down as $20,424,041.48.
In other words it has the best of its mortgage by better than five million
dollars. But it is making a return to the state of New Mexico on a basis of
$290,000 for assessment purposes and is seeking to get away with the deal
by running the republican party through the medium of such men as Charles
A. Spiess, Charles Springer and a few lesser lights who aid in control of
the legislature. v
The manager of this remarkable outfit is Jan Van Houten, who in a
comparatively brief span of years has risen from a position of insignificance
to a position of wealth and influence. And the St. Louis Rocky Mountain
and Pacific company operates under the same old system that has caused
the present great wave of unrest among the people and that has robbed
the republican party of every principle it ever had.
Itds this kind of work that has caused the New Mexican to begin agita-
tion for a just and equitable tax system in this state and the fight for such
a system must be made sooner or later. It might therefor be made right
now. So long as lesser concerns are forced to meet competition of the
Springer-Va- n Houten type, so long as such utter disregard for even the rudi-
ments of law exists among men of the calibre of Jan Van Houten, just so
long will the development of the wonderful resources of New Mexico, be
retarded. .
Strange tales leak out of the St. Louis Rocky Mountain and Pacific coal
camps tales that have in them, certain elements of the frontier days only
of Ettor and Giovannitti ended today
when 12,000 operatives who had re-
mained away from the mills yesterday
returned to work. Some minor dis-
turbances were reported.
Baltimore, Md., Oct. 1. In a speech
one of the great powers.
There still remain but two 'points
in regard to which diplomats can
continue to maintain optimism. The
first of these is the fact that winter
is approaching and will render active count of their employes having beenjgUjity. All the other defendants atbefore the convention of the Interna' war operations ciimctut, wnue me
tional Union of Cigar Makers, Samuel second is that the European powers
are working in accord and have warn- -
their arraignment last March, had
pleaded not guilty. Fifty defendants
were in court.
A motion to set aside the order con-
solidating the cases made on behalf
of the defendants was sustained. This
separated the various indictments hut
left the defendants to be tried to-
gether.
McManigal, aged about 40 years,
ordered to join their regiments. The
street railway service also has been
suspended as it is worked largely by
army reservists.
The owners of automobiles through
Servia have been ordered to surrender
them Immediately to the military au-
thorities
Vienna, Oct. 1. King Nicholas of
Montenegro today ordered the general
daylight. Recently Judge Anderson
had the walls and ceiling thickly pad-
ded with felt to improve the sound
conditions.
United States Senator John W.
Kern has been retained as counsel
for the defendants, while the govern-
ment will be represented by District
Attorney Charles W. Miller and his
assistant.
Sixteen defendants were placed un-
der $10,000 bonds each, to appear for
trial and the others each under $5,000
bonds, making an aggregate in bonds
nf $:iro,ooo.
WitnrsFos are to be called from
many parts of the country. While it
N not the intention of the govern-
ment to go thoroughly into the cases
which resulted in the imprisonment
Gompers, president of the American
Federation of Labor, said he was told
a month before announcement of the
decision of Judge Wright, of the su-
preme court, of the District of Colum-
bia, reaffirming jail sentence for
Gompers, Mitchell and Morrison, that
the judge was "showing it to every
Tom, Dick and Harry." He gave the
ed the belligerent little states, that,
whatever might be the outcome of a
war, they would not be allowed to ex- -
tend any of their borders so as to take
j in a portion of Macedonia.
At present there appears to be no
reason why any of the European pow- -
ers should become involved if war
breaks out, although it is recognized
by the diplomats of every country
short
.chubby and of a florid corn- -mobilization of the Montenegro army,
according to a dispatch received here piexion, entered the court room grin-
-
Continued on P&fce Four. f"om Cettinje ning. ins eyes iwinKieu Keeniy a
'i i glanced at the other defendants.r.. .i rw a wJne
cueT?" ""TiHe closely scrutinized one byhe was
.
'
,
e
, ,
" ;those with whom he asserts
of the McNamaras, all that part of theonce associated, but against whom heine uiiKisn army was suuumum
y
to the Sultan for approval by theDOES THIS LOOK LIKE
HE WAS A DEftB DUCK? r.ow is arraigned as a prosecuting
evidence or the l'acinc coast explo- -
council of ministers, according to a witness As he looked not a sign of sions as pertains to the Illegal Inter- -
report current here.
-
J recoeniticn other than McManigal's state, shipment- - of explosives has been
ENGLAND WANTS PEACE. inscrutable grin passed between made available to District Attorney
London, Oct. 1. The most urgent them,
and categorical representations in fa-- "Ortie E. McManigal, do you plead
vor of the preservation of peace in guilty or not guilty, to the charges
Miller.
Each of the 32 indictments returned
last February v contains charges
against all of the defendants, and the
charges embraced in three groups.
They are:
the Balkans have been made to Sofia against you?" asked Judge Anderson
by the Russian foreign minister Ser- - The scene was dramatic. All the
windows of the court room had been
curtained to exclude outside annoy
ance and the padding on the walls
worse. But the time has long since passed when such tactics can prevail
and the sooner they are abolished, the sooner .will the gentlemen who em-
ploy them, be able to' live at peace with the law and with society.
In going over the company's report, the first thing that is apparent, is
that outside of Springer, Van Houten and Mr. L. C. White, no other member
of the directorate is a resident of this state. ;A11 others are from New York
or St. Louis. They have no interest in New'kexlco further than in "getting
out of it all that the traffic will bear," and Mr. Jan Van Houten is the man
who is doing the job. It is under his remarkable management, aided by
such men as Springer and Spiess, that the state gets taxes on only $290,000,
the miners get "the least the traffic will bear" and the outside residents of
he corporation,, get the bulk of .the profits.;,:! The miner is compelled to buy.
' even the bare necessities of life from a company store at prices that would
look ugly In print but no where in the company's report, can the earnings
of the company store and saloon be found. Who gets the profits from them,
that comes out of the mouths ,of little children and from the toil of work
worn mothers? The day of accounting, it seems, must surely sometime come
for such work as has been going on away up there among the free American,
pine clad mountains and bright blue skies of New Mexico. This state should
be a land of happy homes, of plenty and of education. It has no room for
men who would attempt to make of its future citizens, what the St. Louis,
Rocky Mountain and Pacific company seeks to make of them. What sort
of a corporation or any other official is the man,, who will return to the
assessor for taxation, on a basis of $290,000 and with the same hand, write
a report to his company that it is worth $20,000,000? These are the facts as
the New Mexican has found them. It gives them to its readers for the infor-
mation of the voters of this state.. How can any man be a republican,
when in the state of New Mexico, that is absolutely all the republican party
stands for the protection of Springer, Spiess, Van Houten and their tax
game? The company's annual report is as foliows:
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF THE ST. LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND
PACIFIC COMPANY FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30, 1910.
DIRECTORS.
C. K. Beekman New York, N. Y.
J van Houten . ... Raton, N. M.
Erkskine Hewitt New York, N. Y.
Henry Koehler . St. Louis, Mo.
Hugo A. Koehler St. Louis, Mo.
Max Koehler ' .St. Louis, Mo.
A. H. Officer Raton, N. M.
Charles Springer Cimarron, N. M.
L. C. White .... Raton, N. M.
to deaden the noise, seemed to in
tensify the silence. A Bcore of at-
torneys leaned forward to hear the
The telegram quoted below is a very significant one, and gives fresh
courage to every progressive. If a preliminary poll amounts to anything
and it Is considered that it does, that of the Herald tells a great story..
The suggestive telegram is as follows:
Hon. Miguel A. Otero, Chairman State Progressive Committee, Santa Fe, N. M.
The New York Herald prints this morning its own poll regarding the re-
sults throughout the nation in the November election. As the Herald Is
bitterly opposing Roosevelt's election, it certainly cannot be suspected of
partiality for the progressive cause. Based on Herald's poll Roosevelt will
lead Taft in New York state by 230,000 votes. Plurality poll gives Roosevelt
16,000. Plurality over Wilson and plurality over Taft in Connecticut, 22,000.
It gives Roosevelt plurality over both Taft and Wilson in Pennsylvania and
106,000 plurality over Taft In Indiana. It shows Taft running a bad third
in every single state except Wyoming and Ohio, where he takes second place.
By a narrow margin our own polls invariably show much larger percentage
than does the Herald. It really looks like a landslide in some states, espe-
cially in great industrial centers.
(Signed) JOSEPH M. DIXON,
Chairman National Progressive Party.
prisoner's reply.
McManigal rubbed the back of his
hand across his chin, and grinned
again.
"I plead guilty, your honor.''
McManigal's plead qualified him as
a witness for the government, for
which purpose he had been imprison-
ed for 18 months. But it occasioned
no surprise, for he already had con
gius Sazonoff.
The other members of the triple
entente, France and Great Britain are
likewise using their good influence,
while the members of the triple al-
liance, Germany, Austria and Italy,
are just as determined to prevent the
outbreak of hostilities. The powers
have again brought the porte in the
most friendly manner, the urgent ne-
cessity for the introduction of re-
forms in Macedonia.
The Greek minister here received
a telegram from the Greek premier
and War Minister Venezlos, stating
that the Hellenic government had de-
cided to mobilize its land and sea
forces in concert with the other states.
The mobilization orders of the four
kingdoms go into force instantly and
men liable to serve must join the col-
ors within 24 hours. The orders also
apply to subjects living abroad.
Transporting dynamite and nitro-
glycerine In passenger trains from
one state to another; as Ortie E. Mc-
Manigal confessed was done when
these explosives were carried in suit
cases from hiding places at Munice.
Ir.d.; Rochester, Pa.; Tiffin, O., and
Indianapolis, to cities where "jobs"
were to be blown up.
Conspiring to violate interstate reg-
ulations relative to explosives.
Concealing knowledge of the con-
spiracy or abetting the illegal trans-
portation of explosives.
Most of the explosions of which the
government has made a record were
directed against members of the Na-
tional Erectors' association, an or-
ganization of constructors who had
broken off relations with the union
and were conducting "open shops."
The first explosion or attempt record-
er! was at Miller's Falls, Mass., in the
fessed to his operations as a member
of the McNamara "dynamiting crews.''ROOSEVELT FORCES cRRE
NOW BEFORE COMMITTEE We ask for a separate trial foreach of the defendants," announced
Attorney Hovey.
What reasons have you for that?"
asked Judge Anderson.
'Because some defendants are
charged with overt acts of carrying
The total expenditures of William
Flinn in the 1912 progressive cam-
paign have been $144,308, according
to a statement he gave to the senate
campaign expenditures committee to-
day. The total "Roosevelt expendit
summer of 1905 and the last Octoberdynamite and nitroglycerine and some
EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE.
Henry Koehler, Chairman.
of Mr. Flinn's activity in politics and
Flinn asked Oliver if he remembered
working with him for a state ticket,
a number of years ago.
. "The combined salaries of the posi-
tions were $70,000 and do you recol-
lect we spent $110,000?" asked Flinn.
"No, I don't remember anything of
the kind," replied Mr. Oliver.
"My memory is excellent on it,"
said Mr. Flinn.
Washington, D. C, Oct. i The
Charles Springer.J. Van Houten,
BURNS IDENTIFIES WEST.
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 1. Lieut. Ber-
nard Burns of the Chicago police force
arrived here today with his wrist and
ribs bandaged from injuries receiv-
ed recently in a saloon where he
sought two alleged Canadian bank
robbers, and positively identified
Frank West, known also as J. W. Sta-ce-
and "Doc" Danzell, as the man
who beat him with a piano stool wh'jn
he attempted to make the arrest.
ures" covering Mr. Minns personal
activity as Roosevelt leader in Penn-
sylvania was $99,384. The statement
showed an additional sum of $9(080,nFFir.FRS.
with aiding and abetting McManigal.'
"Overruled," said the court.
Another motion by District Attor-
ney Miller for a consolidation of the
case was sustained with the under-
standing that the government select
a definite number of counts which
were to stand, dismissing all the oth-
er counts.
Mr. Miller said the government
would elect to try the defendants
16, 1911, when at 2 a. m. near Santa
Barbara, Cal., 39 sticks of dynamite
with a fuse were found beneath a
bridge just before a special train bear-
ing President Taft passed over. Twen-
ty of the explosions occurred in Ohio.
McManigal's confession was the
basis upon which the government
founded its case before the federal
grand jury which returned the indict-
ments. And it is expected to figure
prominently In the present trial. In
it McManigal confessed.
That Hockin came to him In Detroit,
In 1907, and Induced him to blow up
"That's the man. He is wearing the
same hat," said Burns, when Westjeacn on the counts.
Henry Koehler, President St. Louis, Mo.
J. van Houten, and General Manager Raton. N. M.
Hugo A. Koehler, Vice-Preside- St. Louis, Mo.
Charles Springer, Treasurer . . Raton, N. M.
A. H. Officer, Secretary and Auditor Raton, N. M.
Thomas B. Harlan, General Counsel ..St. Louis, Mo.
Charles A. Spiess, General Attorney East Las Vegas, N. M.
H. P. Roseberry, Assistant Treasurer ; Raton, N. M.
A. W. Newman, Assistant Secretary ...New York, N. Y.
Allen French, General Superintendent of Mines Raton, N. M.
O. H. B. Turner, Chief Engineer Raton, N, M.
Frank Young, Mining Engineer Raton, N. M.
"expended by John S. Weller, treas-
urer of the Roosevelt league."
Other amounts expended by repub-
lican and progressive organization
work, Mr. Flinn did not characterize
i,s "Roosevelt expenditures."
Mr. Flinn said the contributions
other than his own did not amount
to more than $20,000.
"I did not ask for any contribu-
tions," he said, "I did not know what
the bill was going to cost, but I was
perfectly willing to pay it."
Senator Pomerene produced a copy
was brought out of his cell. West
said he had never seen Burns before.
financial operations of the Roosevelt
forces in the cam-
paign this year, and the finances of
the progressive party were the sub-jects for discussion when the sen-
ate contributions committee resumed
hearings today.
William Flinn, the Pittsburg Roose-
velt leader, and Elon H. Hooker, na-
tional treasurer of the progressive
party, were under subpoena to appear
for examination.
REPUBLICAN PROSPERITY.
Washington. D. C. Oct. 1.
Beef cattle, veal calves, hogs,General Offices
.Raton, New Mexico k t
Five counts charging conspiracy.
Fifty counts charging direct viola-
tion.
The work of selection of a jury be-
gan.
Whoever participated with the Mc-
Namara brothers in the series of dy-
namite and nitro-glycerin- e explosions
which preceded and . followed the
wrecking of the Los Angeles Times
building, October 1, 1910, when 21
persons were killed, the government
hopes to disclose in the trial which
begins today before Judge A. B. An-
derson of 51 mti.
Mof what was said to be an agreement
Metropolitan Trust Company of the City of New York, Trustee and Trans-
fer Agent.
It was expected also that C. C. Tega-thof- f,
who yesterday placed In the
record the voluminous Roosevelt-Har-rima- n
correspondence and Charles A.
Peabody, counsel for Mrs. Harriman,
might be called to allow a cross ex-
amination by Senator Pomerene, who
sheep, lambs, milch cows and
horses brought substantially
higher prices to the producers
on September 15, last, than a
year before, though sheep brought
less than two years ago. This
showing, indicative of the rela- -
tion of agriculture to the high
between the late Senator Quay and
J. O. Brown, under which political af-
fairs in Pennsylvania were to have
been apportioned between them.
"Did you write that agreement?"
thf senator demanded.
Franklin Trust Company of New York City, Registrar of Stock.
cost of living, was made in a re- - At the head of the list of defend
port of the department or agrl- - ants, who thus are brought into court
culture issued today on the aver-- exactly two years after the Los An--
age price of agricultural products. geies disaster are:
Fruit brought a slightly decreas- - frank M. Ryan, president of the
a "job" there, afterward paying him
a regular fee of $125 for each job. Mc-
Manigal had worked in a stone quarry
and, he said, it was because of his
familiarity with explosions that he
was selected.
That Hockin accompanied him on
trips and pointed out works that were
to be blown up, afterwards introduc-
ing him to James B. McNamara, who
became McManigal's "teammate" in .
the dynamiting business.
That on instructions from Hockin
he met Michael J. Young, a member
of the executive hoard in Boston, and
Frank C. Webb in New York, about
jobs that were to be blown up near
those cities. '
That Hockin wired him at Chicago
to return to Indianapolis in February,
1910, where he, Hockin and J. J. Mc- - '
Namara talked over a "new inven-
tion," which consisted of using an or-
dinary alarm clock as a timer for
fuses. "It was a scheme by which
we could set a bomb and then be
miles away when the explosion occur-
red and so prove an alibi," said Mc-
Manigal.
' !i
McManigal also confessed that ex--,
plosives were hidden in various parts
of the country and carried in suit
cases on passenger trains, that he
met various business agents about
"Jobs" and that he received a fee ot
ed price and vegetables average
prices fluctuated. Beef cattle
per hundred brought $.35 this
month, $4.43 a year ago, and X
$4.65 in 1910; veal calves respec- -
tively $6.83, $6.11 and $6.43; hogs
$7.47, $6.53 and $8.27; sheep
$4.11, $3.91, and $4.81; lambs
$5.49, $5.02 and $5.85: milch X
cows and horses fetched $46.79 X
and $41 respectively each, X
against $42.22 and $19 respective- -
X ly a year ago.xxxxxx
yesterday asked for time to digest
the mass of letters before questioning
the witnesses.
E. H. Hooker, treasurer of the pro-
gressive party, today told the Clapp
committee Investigating campaign
funds, that Charles R. Crane, of Chi-
cago, had contributed $70,000 to Sen-
ator LaFollette's campaign fund and
$70,000 to Governor Wilson's fund
prior to the Baltimore convention,
practically at the same time.
William Flinn, of Pittsburg, testified
that he had personally contributed
ninety per cent of the money for Col.
Roosevelt's primary, campaign in
Pennsylvania. He gave $102,000 to
the fund, of which $28,000 was spent
in Pittsburg.
Mr. Flinn declared he would produce
to the committee J. G. Slain, a man
who without his authority, had signed
Flinn's name to a telegram to the
Standard Oil company,, asking sup-
port for a seat in the senate. This
. REPORT OF THE PRESIDENT. ,
St. Louis, Mo., October 1, 1910.
To the Stockholders and Bondholders of St Louis, Rocky Mountain and
; Pacific Company:
The fiscal year ended June 30, 1910, was marked by steady development
of your company's properties and increasing business in all departments of
its operations.
The gratifying feature of this increase was the larger tonnage of fuel,
principally coal, shipped from your company's mines for domestic and steam
consumption to markets in a territory much wider in extent than at any
time heretofore.
The superior steaming quality of the coals obtained from certain of
your company's mines is matched by exceptionally high grade fuel for strictlydomestic purposes from others; illustrating quite pointedly the advantage of
owning a large area of coal land 'containing coals possessing the variousQualities required by consumers for different purposes.
NEW PICKING TABLES AND SORTING MACHINERY.
To enable shipment at all times of coal in the purest state and in lumps
sized as ordered, extensive additions in the way of sorting machinery of the
latest pattern have been installed at the tipples. The best grades of lump
coal for domestic use are prepared by screening and hand picking or?r
automatic tables.
These painstaking methods, combined with the inherent excellent quality
of your coal, nave enabled your company to satisfy the exacting demands
of consumers covering a territory which embraces Colorado, Kansas, Texas
(Continue on Pae Serai.)
"Yes, I did ; or rather I wrote an
agreement something like that," said
Flinn.
The agreement purported to pro-
vide that the three men named should
divide city and federal patronage
equally and work together politically.
It already has been published. Mr.
Flinn said he had framed the agree-
ment to allay the opposition of Sen-
ator Quay to the republican candi-
date for mayor of Pittsburgh; that
he had never signed it and never in-
tended" to sign it but had written it
"to gain time."
"You recognize that it is about as
vicious an agreement as could be
made, don't you?" demanded Senator
Pomerene.
Mr. Flinn said he never had intend-
ed it should be effective.
"I sold the senator a gold brick,"
said Flinn.
"Did you accomplish your purpose?"
asked Pomerene.
"I did when I secured the election
of the republican mayor." .
Senator Oliver took up the question
International Association of Bridge
and Structural Ironworkers.
Ortie E." McManigal, once known
as "J. W. McGray" on the Pacific
coast, a confessed dynamiter and ac-
complice of the McNamara brothers,
who has been kept in custody as a wit-
ness for the prosecution ever since his
arrest in Detroit a year ago last April.
Herbert S. Hockin, "successor of
John J. McNamara as secretary-treasure- r
of the union, whom McManigal
accuses of being the organizer of the
"dynamiting crew," and one of the
originators of the alarm clock
scheme by which explosions were set
off several hours after the mine was
placed. ".0
Most of the other defendants are
present or former union officials
whom the government charges were
Washington, D. C. Oct. 1. "I see
no hope of beef getting much cheap-
er,'' said Secretary Wilson of the de-
partment of agriculture. Fresh from
the west,. Secretary Wilson said there
was a much greater scarcity of cattle
than he had realized. (Continued on Page Five.)(Continued on page four).
''t.
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Si ERUPTIONONLY CASCARETS"
IF CONSJIPATED
"YOil CAN'T BEAT THE COLES"
The Original and Only Absolutely Air-Tig- Heater on the Market.
THE LOGICAL STOVE FOR THE HOME.
CAME ON CHEEK
SAVANTS SMILE
AS INDIANS
DANCE
"WE HAVE NOTHING LIKE THAT
EVEN IN PARIS OR BERLIN"
Gently clean your liver and
The Little Store
Again Reminds You of the Superior
Quality and large Variety of the
'
"Soltaire" Goods. Always the Leader
A Money andFuel Saver'constipated bowels while
you sleep. --at'
Started in Pimples. Nearly All One
Cheek Solid Sore. Very Fretful.
Used Cirticura Soap and Oint-
ment. Face All Healed Up.
Kingsley, Mich. "Last May my thir-
teen months' old baby hod a sore come on
her cheek. It started in four or live small
Holds Fire for 36 Hours
Without Attention. Now
is the time to call and
Mjkc fo ur Selection
while our stock is com
piste in a sizes. We
will take pleasure in
Demonstrating to you
the advantagsstobehad
in Purchasing a Coles.
BUY A COLES HEATER
AND YOU'LL BE GLAD
EXCLAIMED ONE OF THE GEOGRA-
PHERS- TEA IN OLD PALACE
FURNISHED MOST AGREEABLE
SOCIAL HOUR BEFORE VISITORS
DEPARTED.
GROCERY GOIT
pimples and In two or
three hours' time spread
to the size of a silver dol-
lar. It spread to her eye.
Then water would run
from the pimples and
wherever that touched It
caused more sores until
nearly all one cheek and
up her nostrils were one
solid sore. She was very
fretful. She certainly
was a terrible looking
child, andnothlng seemed
to be of any use. Then
Southern Corner Plaza, Santa Fe. Telephone No. 40.
ALL CASH PURCHASES.' WE GIVE REGI8TER TICKETSWITH Seated in their special trains their
Take a Cascaret tonight and thor-
oughly cleanse your Liver, Stomach
and Bowels, and you will surely feel
great by morning. You men and
women who have headache, coated
tongue, can't sleep, are bilious, nerv-
ous and upset, bothered with a sick
gassy, disordered stomach, or have
backache and feel all worn out.
Are you keeping your oowels clean
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with
salts, cathartic pills or castor oil?
This is important.
Cascarets immediately cleanse and
regulate the stomach, remove the
sour, undigested and fermenting food
and foul gases; take the excess bile
from the liver and carry off the con-
stipated "waste matter and poison
from the intestines and bowels.
Remember, a Cascaret tonight will
straighten you out by morning. A
box from your druggist means
healthy bowel action; a clear head
and cheerfulness for months. Don't
forget the children.
cameras and tripods and newly a FOR HARD COAL
FOR SOFT COALnuired Indian blankets and other
Mica doors are extra large fitted in re-
cessed grooves, perfect fit.
Fjr those who enjoy the Glowing buy
Coles original down draft. ThlR is the
stove tor the home, the office and all
public places. It requires little or no
attention and is known to be the most
servicable and economical of all stoves.the "Radiant".
WOOD -- DAVIS HARDWARE COMPANY.
" Phone 14. If Its Hardware We Have It. Phone 14.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt
Sole Agents Far INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
ALFALFA SEED. All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packages
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
Santa Fe souvenirs piled about them,
63 geographers, representing about 30
universities of the old and new world,
bade farewell to the ancient city at
7 o'clock last night.
Like so many boys going on a col-
lege picnic did they wave their hats
and raise their voices! It was a me-
morable occasion and one which re-
flected well on the hospitality of the
Santa Fe chamber of commerce, the
School of American Archaeology and
on the ancient city's inhabitants gen-
erally.
"'ihis has been, a most interesting
I got some Cuticura Soap and Cuti-cu- ra
Ointment. She tried to rub off
everything we put on so" that we would sit
and hold her hands for two hours at a time,
trying to give tl.o medicine a chance to help
her, but after I w ashed it with Cuticura Soap
and then put on the Cuticura Ointment
they seemed to soothe' her and she did not
try to rub then off. It was only a few
days before her face was all healed up,
and there has been no return of the trouble
since. We thought that baby's face would
surely be scarred, but it is not.'; (Signed)
Mrs. W. J. Cleland, Jan. 5, 1912.
Cuticura Sor.p and Cuticura Ointment are
sold throughout the world. Liberal sample of
each mailed free, with 32-- Skin Book. Ad-
dress post-car- d "Cuticura, Oept.T. Boston."
WTender-face- d men should use Cuticura
Soap Shaving Wick, 25c. Sample free.
THE ELKS AT
HONE FRIDAY
Phone Black
45
Phone Black
45 LEO HERSCH The Elks- - club house is now opento all Elks at all times, and a beau-
tiful home it is. Further notice of
Why Import Mineral Water ?
f : WHEN YOU CAN GET THE : :
Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale
Delivered to your house. Patronize home industry. Leave orders at
KAUNE & CO.'S STORED PHONE 26.
THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
this most graceful and attractive piece
of architecture will be given in these
PORTLAND CEMENT Dawson CoalSawed Wood
lola
El Toro
Lamy, going east.
It is amusing to think how an In-
dian dance pnd a visit to "el Pueblo
dt Tesuque," may, like a pebble
thrown in a pond, have a far reach-
ing "effect." In less than a month the
eyes of Euronean students, professors
and "folks at home" will be dazed
with the gaudy colors of Navajo and
Chimayo blankets, while the geogra-
phers will describe with all the fervor
of the Cont'nental tongues, the old
city in America, "where we attended
a real Indian hop, with plenty of skip
and jump in it, as tum-tuni- s lent
'sympathetic support.' "
columns in the near future.
On Friday afternoon from two to
five, the public is invited to inspect
the club house, and its hospitable
doors will be thrown wide to visitors.
In the evening the dedicatory ser-
vices will be held, to which the publicii also invited, the hours being from
S to 9. At the close of the services
the Elks will again be in possession
and will hold a sort of private seance
with a limited number of those who
have never been initiated into the
intricacies of Elkdom, but the general
public exercises will close with the
regular ceremonies of the dedication.
This Elks' club house, retaining as
it does that architecture that appeals
to every visitor is one of the attract-
ive features of Santa Fe. Again and
again it has been commented upon
by those who come to us from out-
side, as a credit to the city and the
R. J. CRICHTON
Lumber and Coal Yard
All Kinds of Building Materials.
Screen Doors, Red and White Cedar Fence Posts
Vard Ul Hickox Street, Near Union Depot
Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100 Phone, Red 100
LIGHT
and delightful day,'' declared Prof.
William Morris Davis, noted geogra-
pher and geologist of Harvard, as he
took leave of Dr. Edgar L. Hewett,
who had done so much to make the
geographers' stay here agreeable.
Following the motor trip to Tesuque
the geographers made a tour "en
voiture" of the city, every hack of
Corrick's and of the Star barn being
pressed into service. After seeing
churches and buildings of interest, the
scientists were regaled with a real
Indian dance, performed by 25 dancers
and danseuses in costumes of barbar-
ic splendor with an orchestra of tum-tu-
beaters, tapping in perfect time.
The dance took place in front of
the Old Palace and was witnessed by
hundreds of residents here as well as
by the three or four score visitors.
It was amusing to see the expres-
sions not only of the Indians with
their war paint hut of the savants who
gazed intently at the unique step, and
glide and hop of a primitive people
doing "interpretive" dancing.
The terrors of war', the excitement
ot the chase and the other features of
the Indian life of days gone by, were
well portrayed. "We have nothing
like that In Paris or Berlin," exclaim-
ed one of the learned visitors.
Several geographers, with pen and
pencil, sketched "ecstatic" expressions
seen on the red faces while Count Ce-
sar Calciati of Piacenza, Italy, took
moving pictures of the party pic
THEY'RE FIXED.
With their abundant stores cribs
N THESE DAYS OF MODERN METH
o'erflowing with golden corn, cellars
filled to bursting with apples, pump-- j
kins, squash, potatoes, cabbage and
other vegetables, long stacks of fra--
grant hay find fields of fodder, fatten-- 1
ed hogs and beeves and fowl, the well
ODS, Electricity plays a most impo-
rtant part. The grandfather would
earned reward of a long summer of
toil the farmers around here will
two buildings erected by this splendid
fraternal organization, the theater and
club house, speak loudly of the energy care but little how cold or long or
hard the winter may be. Truly, aut-
umn in the valley Is a veritable har- -
loyalty and progressive spirit of the
Elks.
be amazed at the radiance of the mod-
ern home and why all this light? To
make the home more homelike to make
the home the most pleasant spot on earth
for father, mother and children. Good light
that is easy on the eyes is very much to be
desired.
ninger 01 prosperity mat is 10 ue.
Farmington Enterprise.TRIED TO GET OUT.
CAPITAL COAL YARD
PHONE 85 MAIN.
oal AM?RETAiL Wood
SWASTIKA LUMP FACTORY WOOD
CERRILLOS LUMP SAWED WOOD
STEAM COAL CORD WOOD
ANTHRACITE COAL, ALL SIZES.
Montezuma Avenue, near A., T. & S. F. Railroad Depot.
On Monday night the two prisoners
now in the county jail, who had the CHILDREN NEED EXTRA
CARE IN HOT WEATHER.
tures which will be gazed upon ere jj
long by the students of the Univer-jj- jliberty of going from one cell to an
other, by the use of short lengths of
a meat saw and other small steel tools
which had been smuggled into jail to
them, attempted to saw their way to
sity of Paris and other great institu-
tions of learning. The count had
much difficulty to keep turning jthe
crank so great was his amusement.
A lieht shower came up when the
Summer Heat Dangerous to
Little Ones if Bowels Are
Neglected. pewdance was at its height but the in-trepid Italian continued his picture The mother cannot do better for herchildren than to train them, from in-fancy, to regularity of the bowels.THE STAR BARN making, a brother geographer holding a silk umbrella over the machineSuccessor to while the churning process was con'
tinued.
IS QUITE SO CONVENBefore leaving. Count Calciati said
to a representative of the New NMORGAN LIVERY CO.,FIRST-CLAS- S LIVERY RIGS.
Also First-Clas- s Hacks, Busses and Baggage Wagons
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove is ready to cook your
Chronic constipation in later lafe can
be avoided if the child learns early the
need for a daily evacuation of the
poisonous stomach waste.
There will; of course, be times when
the little one will become constipated
and bilious. In hot weather, especial-
ly, immediate attention is necessary, as
much serious illness results from inac-
tive bowels. Salts, cathartics, purga-
tives, and similar drastic irritants are
harsh and violent and only bring tem
liberty. Tliey succeeded in sawing a
bolt head off, but could not remove
it. They also cut entirely through the
iteel cell on top and bottom "of a
space barely large enough for them to
have crawled through, but were not
able to cut the side through before
being discovered.
This is an opportune time to call at-
tention of the citizens of San Juan
county to the needs of a jail worthy of
the name. It is certainly inhuman to
keep any person, no matter what
crime he may have committed, in this
hole. A concrete jail, with plenty of
ventilation, light, and with sheriff's
office, should be constructed.
Sheriff Dufur is on the track of the
parties that smuggled the tools to the
prisoners, and they will be prosecut-
ed. Aztec Democrat.
"I have been to many parts of the
world Europe, India, Africa, and all
over America, but I do not know when
I have seen such an interesting cityPhone Main 139 JiO Sao Fracisco Si.J. R. CREATH,
SANTA FE, N. M.
as Santa Fe, with its Anglo Saxons
iron ready to use, your toasted
ready for the hurried breakfast, your vacu-
um cleaner ready for the fray, your washer
ready to cleanse, fan ready to cool the heat-
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
day aad n'ght' Estimates and full infor-
mation cheeerfully given.
porary relief while disturbing the
whole system. A gentle, pleasant
bowel stimulant like Dr. Caldwell's
Spanish people and real Indians, in
gorgeous attire, walking around the
streets. There is an air about the
people of the southwest which is most
pleasing to us Latins. Your peopleI'OODY'S STAGE LIN E Syrup Pepsin
is far preferable. Syrup
Pepsin contains no narcotic drug, be-
ing composed of simple laxative herbs
here have walked arm in arm with us
today like comrades; that is what we
like. You have not that frigid dignityFrom combined with pepsin, and acts gent
which has been called by some ofDANGER PERIOD SANTA FE WATER & LIGHT GO.ly,
in a natural manner, on stomach,
bowels and liver. By thoroughly
cleansing the bowels and removing the
foreign matter that irritates and in
our party 'Boston ice.' Ha! there is
something sympathetic about the peo-
ple of the weBt and southwest.
flames the tissue, it will quickly check"I wish to come back here, even If
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT
La Salle Restaurant
CH AS. OANN, Prop.
Telephone 11.
Tro Doors Below F. Andrews Star.
Regular Meals 25 cents.
Rooms for Bent 2Gc and 50c
Short Orders st Ail Hours.
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00
franca Noodle Order 10c. a alaa.
Vaw York Chop Suey 60c.
the summer diarrhoea that is so weak
BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meet Both North South
Bounds Train.
Leaves 'Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covers hacks and good
teams. Fare $5.00 round trip. Teams
furnished commere'at men to take In
the surrounding towns. Wlro K'.nbudo
the good business men and scientists
of your city do not get up another
Indian dance! Your people are, in
many ways, like our people the In-
fluence of great Spain has left its
impress here! It is my ardent hope
that some of you Santa Feans will one
day cross the ocean and visit Italy
where you will receive as warm a wel
ening in its effect.
Druggists sell Dr. Caldwell's Syrup
Pepsin for fifty cents and one dollar a
bottle, the larger size being intended
for family use. A free trial bottle,
postpaid, can be obtained by writing
to Dr. W. B. Caldwell, 406 Washing-
ton St., Monticello, Illinois,wvwvvvwwwwv Station.
OF WON ANS' LIFE
FROM 45 to 50
Interesting Experience of Two
Women Their Statements
Worth Reading.
Asheville, N.C. " I suffered for years
with female trouble while going through
the Change of Life. I tried a local phy-
sician for a couple of years without any
substantial benefit Finally after re-
peated suggestions to try Lydia E. Pink-barn- 's
Vegetable Compound, I quit my
physician and commenced using it with
the happiest results. I am today prac-
tically a well woman and anxious to con
JULIUS MURALTER
The Tailor
SUMMER
TOURIST
TICKETS
Rooms With Bath, . . . . $1.50 and $2.00 Per Day
THE ALBANY HOTEL
This is something new for a Denver Hotel.
Larger rooms with bath, $2.50 and $3.00 per
day. Try one of these moderate priced rooms
with bath, and you will be pleased. New Fire
Proof Annex, every room with bath.
come as given us today."
LIKES TESUQUE.
Professor Emile Chalx, of the Uni-
versity of Geneva, said: "The visit
to Tesuque is one of the most interesti-
ng, in my opinion, that any geogra-
pher could make. .Why? Because
there one sees Indian life undisturbed
down the centuries! It is easy enough
to see Indians at fairs and expositions
o.' even on the stage, but to view them
in their adobe how, leading their
natural life, with tribal rites un-
changed, ah, that is what appeals to
the traveling geographer!."
ATTEND TEA.
Following the danpe "al fresco"
r On Sale Daily, Until
Sept. 30, I9I2.
tribute my mite towards inducing others
to try your great medicine, as I am fully
persuaded that it will cure the ailments
from which I suffered if given a fair
chance.
"If you think this letter will contrib-
ute anything towards further introducing
your medicines to afflicted women who
there was a private dance given in
the Old Palace assembly room, where
the geographers gathered to take tea
served by the ladies of Santa Fe.
IN CONNECTION WITH THE NEW MEXICO CENTRAL
CHICAGO, $50.35 BOSTON, $85.95 BUFFALO, $69.85
NEW YORK, $79.35 ST. LOUIS, $44.35 ST. PAIL, $50.35
CLOSE CONNECTION AT TORRANCE
WITH THE
GOLDEN STATE LIMITED
C K IPADMIA Going via El Paso and Southern Pacific and returningLALirUlinlA ;same route, or via A., T. & S. F.
Will clean, press repair
or alter Ladies and
Gentsj Garments at
reasonable prices and
will guarantee his work.
Orders taken for Ladies'
and Gents' Custom
Made Suits, Overcoats,
Skirts or Riding Suits.
Thirty years' of experience in
tailoring In seme of the largest
cities in Europe and America.
101 Washington Avenue.
Pkone Black 22J." V
Ooods Called for and Delivered.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. ,
Department of the Interior, J
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Aug. 30, 1912.
NOTICE Is hereby given that Su- -
sano Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M., who,
on the 8th day of October, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Euloglo Sandoval, of Lamy, N. M.;
Jose Larranagat,of Lamy,: N. M.;
Feliberto Martinez, of Lamy, N. M.;
Luciano Ortega, Lamy, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Register. .
are passing througn tnis trying period,it is with (sreat pleasure I consent to its
publication." Mrs. Julia A. Moore,
17 East St, Asheville, N. C.
The Case of Mrs. Kirlin.
Circleville, Ohio. "I can truthfully
say that I never had anything do me so
much good during Change of Life as Ly-
dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
"Before I had taken one half a bottle
of it I began to feel better, and I have
continued taking it My health is better
than it has been for several years. If
all women would take it they would es-
cape untold pain and misery at this time
of life." Mrs. Alice Kirlin, 358 W.
Mill St, Circleville, Ohio.
The Change of Life is one of the most
critical periods of a woman's existence.
Atsuch times women mayrely upon Lydis
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
The "Eagle Dance," performed by
two young Indians, made a great hit,
and there was prolonged applause and
exclamations of delight in a dozen
languages. i
The tea was a great success and
enabled the visitors to have a social
hour which broke up the monotony of
sight seeing.
The chamber of commerce, through
Secretary Harris, gave each visitor a
set of pictures of Santa Fe's interest-
ing old Spanish houses, pictures
which even the wily camera "fiends"
iu the party could not obtain without
a guide and much labor.
The geographers today are on their
way to the petrified forest and grand
canon of Arizona. Before the end
of the week the train will be passing
ost March 8. 1906, made HomesteadSAN FRANCISCO,
$55.90
LOS ANGELES and SAN DIEGO,
$46.90 Entry No. 9011, for Nw 1-- Section11, Township 13 N., Range 11 E , N. M
P. Meridian, has filed notice of IntenFor further information address Eugene Fox, Gen'l
Agt. E. P. & 5. W. System, El Paso. Txas, or tion to make
Five-yea- r proof, to e
It will not pay you to waste your
time writing , out your legal forms
when you can get them already print-e-d
at the New Mexican Printing
Company. - -
tablish claim to the land above de
scribed, before Register or Receiver,H. A. COOMEX, General Manager N. M. C, R. R., SANTA FE, N. M Q
V. 8. Land Office, at Santa re, N. M,
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AfewrrSuicLEiTEJi SHOES$25 Public Demand $25 New York, Oct. 1. The fourth ofthe six young women who attended waiters, hat boys, barbers, manicur-ists, taxi drivers, bellboys, baggage
handlers, sleeping car porters and
other persons who serve the public
and depend upon the public to eke out
to a living figure the miserable sal-
aries they receive from their
employes.
Women who bear children and re-
main healthy are those who prepare
their systems In advance or baby's
coming. Unless the mother aids
nature In Its pre-nat- work the crisis
finds her system unequal to the de-
mands made upon It, and she is often
For FATHER
We've splendid Shoes of Dull or
Bright Leather; Shoes for Com-
fort and Durability; Shoes built
by Men's Shoe Specialists, and
guaranteed. $3.50, $4.00,
$4.50, $5.00 and $6.00
left with weakened health or-- chronic
Miss Vivien Gould when she was mar-- I
ried to Lord Decies followed the same
path last week. She was Miss Allison
Douglass Pierce, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Winslow Shelby Pierce. She
was married to Louis De Bebian
Moore, son of Mr. and Mrs. John
Chandler Moore of Oyster Bay,' In her
parents' country home at Bayvllle.
The other of the Gould bridesmaids
who have married were Miss Louise
Cromwell, who became Mrs. Walter
But there Is now being imported
from Europe into our very best cir-
cles a custom which is even more
pestiferous than the tipping of these
public servants.
It is the tipping of servants in pri-
vate families by guests who come forBrooks; Miss Annie Graham, who
was wedded to Jay Gould, and Miss
'
Emelie Holmes, who is Mrs. Gustave
Touchard. Miss Hope Hamilton and
ailments. No remedy rs so truly a
help to nature as Mother's Friend,
and no expectant mother should fall
to use it. It relieves the pain and
discomfort caused by the strain on
the ligaments, makes pliant and elas-
tic those fibres and muscles which
nature Is expanding, prevents numb-
ness, of limbs, and soothes the inflam-
mation of breast glands. The system
being thus prepared by Mother's
Friend dispels the fear that the crisis
may not be safely met Mother's
Friend assures a speedy and complete
recovery for the mother, and she is
left a healthy woman to enjoy tho
rearing of her
Friend Is sold at Mother's
drug stores. Tf; jgWrite for our free f1 FIGHQ
Miss Hanna Randolph are the only
FOR MOTHER
Street or House Shees. Regular or
High Cut; Dull or Bright Leathers; But-
ton or Lace Models; Handsome, Stylish
and Durable.
$2.50, $3.00, $3.50. $4.00 & $5.00.
a visit of weeks, days or merely to
take a meal.
In Europe this is quite the thing.
You go to spend u week with your
friend in his city home or his coun-
try place. You do not think of leav-
ing without giving a liberal fee to his
cook, his housemaid, his butler, his
chauffeur everybody who works
around the place. Your friend does
not consider it an insult that you
help him out in paying his servants.
J -
r 1
( w FOR HARRY
Sturdy School Shoes; Dull Calf, Black
We see the demand for strictly first class made to measure tailoring
at reasonable prices and we are there for we are going to give the
people of Santa Fe an opportunity to buy their clothing at low prices
by offering one of our
SPECIAL SALES
Starting Tuesday, Oct. 1.
Suits or Overcoats that you have been
paying $40 or $50 for we will sell you at
$25.00 $25.00
This absolutely saves you the middleman's profit. Only by getting
a great many orders In and working to our capacity can we afford
to do this.
We have no shelf goods to work off, no old style fabrics but abso-
lutely now cloths that were personally selected by the Capital Tailor.
Here Is your opportunity to get a first class garment, cut and fit to
your measure at prices less than you can buy ready mades. Help
your own home industries by patronizing your home merchants.
A. E. SYUFY,
The Capital Tailor,
East Side of Plaza, - Santa Fe, New Mexico.
IPBFJ
ones of the sextet who are single.
The members of the New York cot-- :
ton exchange have approved preliml-- '
nary plans for the erection of a new
home for their organization. The
building which at present houses the
exchange will be torn down and re-- !
placed with a y skyscraper to
cost 1 3-- 4 million dollars. The lower
floors of the building will be rented
to banking and brokerage concerns
while the "pit" will occupy the nine-
teenth floor, surrounded on three mez-
zanine floors by the executive offices
of the exchange.
Seaman Miller, referee In bank-
ruptcy, has finished the consideration
of specifications of objections to the
discharge of Caroline L. D. Payne,
known on the stage as Mrs. Leslie
Carter, and has decided in her favor
and recommends that a discharge
from bankruptcy be granted on the
dooh lor expect-
ant mothers which contains much
valuable information, and many sug--,
gestions of a helpful nature.
BRADFIELO REGULATOR CO., AtluU, Ca.
Not at all. He will do as much if
he comes to see you.
They have it down to a system, more
or less. Doubtless the tips are fig-
ured into the salary proposition, and
servants In a household where many
guests of wealth and liberality are en-
tertained get less money than the em-
ployes in homes where tips are scarce.
But in this country the thing is
new, and many of the people In good
society who are meeting the custom
the quality of these people will depend
in large measure on the kind of
homes which are offered to them. If
the people have to content themselves
or Tan; Button or Bloucher. Then there
are High-Cu- t Storm Boots; Good looking,
Comfortable, but Very Strong & Durable
$ 1 .50, $2. 00, $2.50 & $3.00
here and there are anything but pleas
ed.
A well known woman had a dinner
with abandoned dwellings,
and similar inferior homes, they
will be an inferior type of people; be-
cause g people will not
live in such homes. What is the re-
sult, therefore, when a town sets up a
call for an increase of population on
this basis? Industrial floaters begin
party in her Riverside drive home not
long ago. Her establishment is not anpetition filed against her February 4,1911. Application will next be made Ielaborate one; her husband is not arich man by any means. Shortly after
dinner she stepped into the kitchen to
give her cook Borne instructions and
discovered one of her guests, a
at once. The s do not in-
crease the taxable values because they
tc a United States district court judge
to confirm the referee's report. This
ii Mrs. Carter's third time in bank-
ruptcy. The liabilities are $10,430,
and nominal assets $740.
Andreas Dipple, general manager
of the Philadelphia-Chicago'- " Opera
wealthy man, most politely handing
the cook a dollar bill. He had to put
his bill back in his pocket ih a hurry.
FOR MARY
Nature Shaped Shoes. Just right for grow-
ing feet. Soft Leathers and Low Heels. Just
the Shoe she ought to wear.
$1.00, $1.50, $2.00
$2.50 and $3.00
company, was back in New York last
week after an absence of five months
live in inferior homes, and living so
tend to pull down other taxable values
around them. Their arrival, therefore,
brings little or nothing into the town
treasury.
On the other hand, the town has to
meet the problems of education, po--
lice, courts, jails, hospitals, poor re- -
lief. The people who are willing to
in Europe, where he engaged sixty-
"I pay my servants," declared his
hostess.
A couple, also of moderate means,
but of high social standing, were visit-
ing friends in the country. Their en-
tertainers, though people of wealth,
had no automobile for the time being.
two singers, twenty-on- e of whom will
make their first appearance before the
come into bad homes are the people
who keep the remedial institutions
busy and who do practically nothing
to help maintain any institution.
On the adjoining estate lived a family
who were warm friends of both the
people who were being entertained
and their entertainers. One afternoon
Come in and
STRETCH
let us show you how we can
YOUR SHOE DOLLARSBut when attractive homes on wellplanned streets are offered, self-re- -
...111 tnv.hln
American public this winter.
The opening of the Pulitzer School
of Journalism at Columbia University,
today found an enrollment which, ac-
cording to Dr. Talcott Williams, its
director, exceeded all expectations.
No figures as to the number of stun-ent- s
were given out Wednesday.
Nearly half of the men In the first
year class are newspaper reporters of
from one to four years' experience.
The registration in the upper classes
is made up of men who have received
university degrees.
they sent over a car, with their chauf-
feur and their compliments.
When the party returned from their
drive the man from the ctiy saw the
BytTUllUg ptrUJUC Will liUlUC, LLIXj lUAflUlC
values of the town will rise and the
per capita demand for all the remedial
institutions will be decreased. PFLUEGER
The Shoe Specialist.
other man hand the chauffeur a $
bill. Later he said to his wife: "I It
is well, too, not to overlook the
economic values of the aesthetic and
social aspects of the problem. Thecan't afford to give that chauffeur $5.I can't give less than H. did without
Colonist Kates
VIA
RIO GRANDE
(Scenic Line of the World)
VERY LOW ONE-WA- Y FARES FROM DEN-
VER & RIO GRANDE STATIONS TO
British Columbia, California, Idaho, Montana,
Nevada, Orejcon and Washington Points
On Sale September 25th to October 10th
LIBERAL STOP-OVER- S
looking cheap. It was just as much
my place to tip the man as it was his,
if any tipping was to be done, and I
suppose the chauffeur thinks I'm a
cheap skate because I didn't give him
anything. It's a rotten,
custom."
And it Is:
The woman's department, national
republican league, has asked all mem-
bers to wear silk stockings. The
idea is to show that high tariff and
prosperity go together like one silk
encased foot and the other.
The tipping evil was bad enough,
when it meant only the tipping of
in the 24 hours sympathy strike called
by the Industrial Workers of the
World.
money values of civic art and of a
civic conscience were never so fully
recognized as at the present time.
It is not enough, either, to develop
good homes. They must be maintain-
ed in a good condition. This calls
for an active local health authority.
Every town must have a good law,
the efficient enforcement of which
will give the town what it needs in
the way of houses, and a board of
health that will see that houses are
always kept clean and sanitary.
Denver, Sept. 30. Samuel Garcia,
who was shot four times by his broth-
er, Joseph P. Garcia, September 15,
at the latter's ranch near Pina, N. M.,
died in a hospital here yesterday from
blood poisoning. His bride of two
months was at his bedside.
Wm. A. Allen, Chacon, N. Mex.,
writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bot-
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Com-
pound and it helped her at once. It
A CHANGE TO LIVE RIGHT
Every 7omanThe housing problem In its properDEMANDED BY THE PEOPLE U interested nd ihould know
nbout the wonderful
I MARVEL Whirling Spray
aspects confronts all towns. The com-
munity will rise as the quality of its
homes rises, and it will go down as
the quality of Its homes goes down.
The new vaginal syrino- -is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of." For sale by all Druggists.(By Edward T. Hartman, Secretary, Best most convenient, itcleanses Instantly.
Ask your drueffistfer lt.NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION. If he cannot suddIv the
MARVEL, accept no other?1
Call on or write your local agent or W. D. Shea, T. P. A.,
Santa Fe, for information as to rates, routes, etc. MINING NEWS
Massachusetts Civic League, Exclu-
sive Service The Survey Press Bu-
reau.)
Almost all well directed efforts to
advance our social standards center
around the homes, religion, education
but send stamp for Illustrated
problem and even after the damage is
done they too commonly introduce
palliatives instead of removing the
the cause. The problem is present
when every house is built, when every
street is laid out, when every bit of
plumbing Is set up, when every sewer
is laid, and when every water connec-
tion is made. It is the problem of
booksealed. It gives full particuDepartment of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.,IM THE STATE lars and directions wvaluable to ladles.MARVEL CO.. 4 East 234 ttrttt.Naw Utk
GRANT COUNTY.and play. When these fail, and when
accident, incompetence, and injustice
overtake people, we have to develop Save Your Ordersmaking communities.
For many years we have had in FOR RHODES at The Novelty Shop,
September 13, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Raffaele
Pettine, of Santa Fe, N. M-- , who, on
August 22, 1905, made Homestead
Entry No. 8479-0693- for SE 1-- 4 NW
4 E 2 SW 4 Sec. 13 and NE 1--4
NW Section 24, Township 11 N.,
Range 13 E., N. M. P. M., has filed
notice of intention to make five-yea- r
proof, to establish claim to the land
Receiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa
Massachusetts a succession of short-
lived organizations to improve the ap
A strike of gold and silver has been
made on a group of claims 14 miles
north of Silver City, owned by Coun-
ty Clerk E. B. Venable, Robert Hous-
ton and Lee Hawkins.
The foundations for the electric
plant being put in at the Emma mine,
at Fierro, by the Phelps-Dodg- e people,
are about completed and ready for
the machinery, all of which is on the
ground.
Santa Rita It is estimated that the
philanthropies, settlements, child
helping societies, courts, probation,
police and medical charities.
Now as to the home! the house is
not all of it, but, as Joseph Lee says:
"Altogether the home Is itself invis-
ible, a spiritual, not a material, body,
its expression has to be concrete, and
a condition to the best development
pearance of towns. They have died
mainly because beauty cannot easily
be engrafted upon rottenness. People
For Fruit Ladders, Step Lad-
ders, Common Ladders, Iron-
ing Tables, Upholstering,
Furniture Repairing and all
Kinds of Repair Work. , ..
104 Galisteo Street
Telephone 157 W. :: SANTA FE, N. JH
32nd ANNUAL
V
New Mexico State Fair
ALBUQUERQUE.
October 7, 8, 9, 10, 11,112, 1912.
Fe, New Mexico, on the 6th day of
November, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses: Cruz
are beginning to see that, in a town in
which every house is of good design,
there are those elements of art which
when combined make a beautiful com-
munity. The town of Bournville, in
England, has no slum district, no ugly
ol all the rest, is the house or physical
setting in which it finds itself. The September production of the Chino Griego, of Leyba, N. M., Macario Ley
property will be fully 4,000,000 poundsquestion of the sort of niche that shall
exist in the community In which a Five steam shovels are now being
All work guaranteed first class.
J.F.RHOADSoperated in moving over-burde- n and
above described, before Register or
ba, of Leyba, N. M., Miguel Pettine,
ol Willard, N. M, John Pettine, of
Willard, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
ore. Present production is being
made from the Hearst-Carrasc- o and
section. It is beautiful alike in all
its parts. Civic art has never been
heard of there as a problem within it-
self, simply because it has always
been looked upon as an Inherent part
in the development of the community.
The people of Bournville have not had
Chino sections. The ore is getting
cleaner as work progresses.
family can build, is vital to the de-
velopment of this most fundamental
of our institutions."
We are in this country slow in ar-
riving at a proper understanding of
the housing problem. As a rule, "our
town has no housing problem." Did
you ever hear of a mother who waited
till her boy was ready for the juvenile
court, the hospital, or the insane asy-
lum before she admitted that she had
SANDOVAL COUNTY.
The Nacimiento, Sandoval county,
ECOMONY
GROCERY
TO AILING WOMEN
Little Sound Advice Will Help
Many a Sufferer in Santa Fe.
to try to "graft impossible stone
acanthus leaves" upon store-bo- x arch-
itecture; upon unpaved streets, and
upon neglected back yards.
Bad homes are responsible for a
New Mexico, copper in sandstone de-
posits are again coming to the front.
The old Jura-Tria- s Co. property has
been bonded for f 150,000 to Boston
Monday, Opening Day
Tuesday, "State DayI
Wednesday, "Good Roads Day"
Thursday, - Albuquerque Day
Friday,. . -- Firemen's Day
Saturday,.. Columbus Day
No woman sihould consider herself
a boy problem? Did you ever see a
manufacturer recognize a factory
large percentage of the immorality
which the churches are trying to cure;
people, who, it is said, intend to use
the Greenwalt electrolytic leaching
process for the extraction of the cop
"All Go xls at Right Prices"
15 THE MOTTO OFper and silver values from the ex-
tremely silicious conglomerate ores
of that region. Assays have given
from $66.62 to $127.19 per ton, and one
healthy and well if the kidneys are
weak. Poisons that, pass off in the
secretions when the kidneys are well, j
are retained1 in the body when the
kidneys are disordered. If the kidneys
and bladder become inflamed and
swollen worse troubles may quickly
follow. This is often the cause of
bearing-dow- n pains, lameness, back-
ache, etc. Uric poisoning is also fre
they are responsible for a large part of
the sickness which the hospitals, dis-
pensaries, and nurses are trying to
cure. The housing problem, that is,
the constructive problem, is one of
the biggest items in home-makin-
The economic aspects of the hous-
ing problem are serious. Towns get,
problem only after his building was
burned down or ready for the junk
heap? No, the mother and the manu-
facturer both recognize their prob-
lems at the very start. They also
know that the remedial aspects of the
problem are greatly increased by care-
lessness toward the first part of the
work.
Our towns and cities refuse to
recognize the real, the constructive
of the most recent gave 56 per cent;
copper, 300 ounces silver and $8.60
gold per ton. It is the intention to
J. fl. BLAIN, Jr.
SQUARE DEAL TO ALL.
309 San Francisco Street
Horse Racing, Airship Flights, Base Ball, Carnival Shows,
EVERY DAY
D. K. B. SELLERS, FRANK A. STORTZ
nrnntmrl with antlvA rl Avfllnnment.
That ntheP nrnanM.tnT nnd nrnmntera are Went cause of headaches, dizzyas a rule, what they bid for.
spells, languor, nervousness and rhep- -is, if force of circumstances brings
a large number of people to a town,Secretary.
1
searching this rich district both for
new prospects and to revive old ones.
SOCORRO COUNTY.
Mogollon A contract has been let
for breaking ore on part of the Con-
solidated mine on the Queen vein. The
ore will be treated in the Socorro mill.
The crusher at the mill is being mov
niatlc pain.
When suffering bo, try Doan's Kiil
ney Pills, a remedy that has prove
effective in thousands of such cases.
Let a Santa Fe woman tell of her ex-
perience.
Mrs. Agripina D. de Gonzales, 102
Garcia St., Santa Fe, N. M., says: "In
iFfSl Roswel!,N.M"Our Personal Guarantee
(o aU SIdn Sufferers
THE CAPITAL PHARMACY
ed to the shaft and the ore will be Pecos Valley
FAIR & PRODUCT
September 1906, I used Doan's Kidney
Pills for backache that had been a
source of much annoyance. In the
morning when I arose, my back was
so lame and painful that I could hard-
ly stoop. I knew that my trouble was
due to disordered kidneys and I was
Tou alonebottle will cost you nothing.
J. C. Ray, Winfleld, Ala., says: "My
father, T. J. Ray suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use a catheter. Various kidney
remedies were tried without result,
and finally we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on the fifth, no long-
er needed a catheter. He continued
tc use Foley Kidney Pills until entire-
ly cured." For sale by all Druggists.
transported to bins by a belt conveyor
thereby eliminating the elevated tram-
way. Development faces in the lower
levels are being advanced in good ore
and a large body has been opened up
above the 200-f- t. level east.
The battery of the Ernest-
ine Mining Co. has been reconstructed
which gives 30 available stamps.
Thirty men are employed at the Lit-
tle Charlie mine of the Mogollon Gold
& Copper Co. The ore is sent to the
Deadwood mill.
finally led to try Doan's Kidney Pills
G. Gonzales of Glorieta, N. M., who,
on Sept 9, 1907, made homestead ap-
plication 04786, No. 11988, for S 1-- 2
NB 1-- N 2 SE 1-- Section 4,
Township 15 N Range 11 E, N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make final fire year proof, to es-tablish claim to the land above de-
scribed, before the Register or Re-
ceiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Nov.
16, 1912.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Gonzales y RoybaL Andres
Garcia, Albino Gonzales, Salvador
Gonzales, all of Glorieta. N M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register
EXPOSITION
Oct. 1st to 4th, 1912
$17.75
For the round trip from Santa Fe N. M.
One first class fare for the round
trip from all point In New Mex-ic- o
to Roswell and return.
Date of sale, Sept. 29, 30, Oct
1 and 2. Return limit October 7,
1912.
We have been In business In this townfor some time, and we are looking tobuild up trade by always adviBing our
patrons right.
So when we tell you that we have
found the eczema remedy and that we
stand back of it with the manufacturer's
iron clad guarantee, backed by ourselves
you can depend upon it that we give our
advice not in order to sell a few bottles
of medicine to skin sufferers, but be-
cause we know how it will help ourbusiness if we help our patrons.
We keep in stock and sell, all the wellknown skin remedies. But we will say
this : 4 If you are suffering from anykind of skin trouble, eczema, psoriasis,
rash or tetter, we want you to try a full
size bottle of D. D. t. Prescription.
to judge.
Again and again we have seen how afew drops of this simple wash appliedto the skin, takes away the itch, in-
stantly. And the cures all seem to bepermanent.D. D. D. Prescription made by theD. D. D. Laboratories of Chicago, is
composed of thymol, glycerine, oil of
wintergreen and other healing, soothing,
cooling Ingredients. And if you areJust crazy with Itch, you will feel
soothed and cooled, the itch absolutely
washed away the moment you appliedthis D. D. D.
We have made fast friends of more
than one family by recommending this
remedy to a skin sufferer here andthere and we want you to try It ntff
on our positive no-p- guarantee.
by the good reports. I heard about
them. The contents of one box of
this remedy drove away all my pains
and I am happy to state that my cure
haa been permanent."
For sale by all dealers. Price 51
cents. Foster-Milbur- n Co., Buffalo.
New York, dole agents for the United
States.
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
.'
- Sept 11, 1912.
. Notice is hereby given that Andres
STRIKE FOR 24 HOURS
OUT OF SYMPATHY.
Bellevernon, Pa., Sept. 0 Fourteen
mines were here were closed today
while five thousand men participated
Hs. LUTZ, Afent Santa Fe, N. M.
u u aoei not an. jn worn uua
SANTA FE NEW MEXICANPAGE FulR TUE8DAY, OCT. 1, 1912.
IRRIGATION CONGRESS TO
GET PEOPLE ON LoRNDS
ahead in his own way; that I would
be very glad of any help he could
give me."
The man who signed the 'telegram,
he said, was J. G. Slain, Mr. Flinn
declared he had not received any tele-
gram from John D. Archbold in reply.
"The Standard Oil company is very
strong in our state," said he. "No
senator has been elected from Penn-
sylvania in years in which the voice
colonel will speak, at Raleigh, then he
will return to New York, reaching
there . tomorrow afternoon. On
Thursday night he plans to leave for
Washington, where he is scheduled
to testify Friday before the senate
committee investigating campaign
contributions. The colonel was hoarse
today, but otherwise he said he was
feeling "bully." He commented today
that he had added another tune to the
of the Standard Oil company was not meager list of those he says he is
potential. able to recognize when he hears them.
tonight, Dr. Harvey W Wiley, health
expert, will discuss "The Propaganda
for the Prevention of Disease."
Fort Worth, Texas, Portland, Ore-
gon, Phoenix, Arizona, San Diego,
California, Sioux Falls, South Dakota
and Butte, Montana, are endeavoring
to get next year's meeting of the
congress.
Secretary of War Stlmson, Presi-
dent Taft's representative at the con-
gress said:
"The trust of all indications of the
.interest with which President Taft re-
gards the conservation of the national
resources of this county lies in the
It is "Onward, Christian Soldiers'
which he has heard at the progressive
"When I received specific
from Mr. Frick that he had
on Mr. Knox, I was through," .......... . . j ,, . . v. i . VII uia liip. UU- -til recently he said the only tunes he
recognized were "Star Spangled Ban-
ner," and. "Garry Owen."
Salt Lake City, Oct. 1. The third
session of the International Irrigation
Congress was called to order by Pres-
ident Francis G. Newlands today. Wil-
lis L. Moore, chief of the United
States Weather Bureau, who was to
have delivered a naddress on change
of climate.
Other speakers included Prof. B. A.
Elchverry of the University of Cal-
ifornia; J. T. Hinkle, of Oregon, and
J. B. Case of Kansas.
Major Richard W. Young of Salt
Lake City, read a communication sug-
gesting that the International Con-
gress merge with several other organi-
zations interested in the development
of natural or commercial resources.
The plan met with strong opposition
and finally was referred to the resolu-
tions committee. George Eames Bar-sto-
of Texas, introduced a resolu-
tion that the government Investigate
the feasibility of establishing an "Ir
IT IS A TOSS-U- P BETWEEN THE INFOLDS OF
THE WORLD'S SERIES RIVALS. BUT BOSTON'S
OUTFIELD TRIO MAKE THE GREATEST COMBI-
NATION IN BASEBALL.
said Flinn.
Senator Oliver said Mr. Flinn'a
statement did not Include all. his con-
tributions for local officers and mem-
bers of the legislature and the senate
tor wanted to know the total. -
"Does the "committee want ..tocharacter of the men he has placed at
the head of the department of the in know, demanded a Flinn, "how much
them ' money I spent' for all political purterior, in ortler to conserve
Walter Fisher." poses this year?"
ROOSEVELT FORCES ARE NOW
BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
(Continued trom page one.)
WILLIAM FARAH EMIL MIGNARDOT
THE
Capital Bar
An Ice Cold Bottle or Glass of
Lemp's Beer will kill your
thirst 1
A Ulass of California Wine will
put blood in your veins t
A Drink of Old Taylor Whiskey
will make you forget your
troubles 1
Phone Orders Attended To Promptly
"Yes," said Senator Clapp.
"All right," exclaimed the witness
and turning to his lawyer and asso-
ciates he said: t' Where are the pa-
pers?"
A recess was then taken.
ROOSEVELT HAS
ROUGH SLEDDING.
Salisbury, N. C, Oct. 1. A Roose-
velt meeting at Hickory today ended
with a fight in the crowd and Colonel
Roosevelt was obliged to give up the
rigation land fund" to give to foreign
immigrants to obtain lands, and of
making loans to such settlers. Prof.
B. A. Etchverry, in his address, said
that the importance of obtaining the
highest use of water is apparent when
it is realized that the available water
was one of (lie telegrams produced
b Senator Penrose when he made his
sensational charges against Flinn.
Mr. Hooker i.ppeared first and said
he had acted 'n'ormally as national
treasurer of tin. Roosevelt organiza-
tion in the campaign.
He placed in evidence a statement
supply will serve only a very small
part of the land adapted, to irriga
tion. J. T. Hinkle, in describing the
problems of the irrigator, created en
attempt to make a speech. It was not
the colonel's only adventure on his
trip across North Carolina. Earlier
in the day he was locked out of his
of all receipts and expenditures in the
Roosevelt primary campaign in Xewthusiasm by attacking the
methods of
car, thinly clad, and rode on the plat- -
form in the sharp air of early morning
for twenty minutpR hpfnro liia nliirht
IMPORTED flfiADQ
and DOMESTIC V'VJARJ
255 San Francisco St. Phone 239 W.
the land speculator.
George A. Snow of Utah, who spoke
'
upon irrigation securities,' urged unl-- I
ferm state laws bearing upon water
appropriations and the development'
of irrigation projects.
was discovered. 3
York City.
The statement showed that 3
has bf-- contributed and $32,-CO-
52 spent in the primary campaign
in New York. The balance,. $6,519.83,
was turned over to the national pri-
mary " ' 'campaign fund. '
Mr. Hooker also filed a statement
oi receipts and expenditures of the
MURPHY IN CONTROL.
Syracuse, N. Y., Oct. 1. The prob-- '
lem of "unbowed" nominations by a A flail's Face Is Often His Fortune '
political convention, three-fourth- s of;.
the members of which are reputed to Of at Least HIS Capital I
LARRY DOYLE. , W?r 1 ' Salt Lake City, Oct. 1. "We need;less battleships and more money spentto develop homes for the American
ptople," declared J. R. Case of Abil-- ' national primary campaign conductedBY HUGH A. JENNINGS,
Manager of the Detroit American
League Team.
ene, Kansas, before the National Ir-- by Senator D xon.
do in ine control oi one man, con-
fronts the democratic party of New
York, meeting here today in state con
Where Do You Get Shaved ?
SAWYER'S IS THE BEST PLACE
Give Him a Trial. East of the Plaza.
rigation congress today. "This nation Senator Paynter took the statement
needs homes more than it needs and announced that George W. Per- - vention. The situation is unique inThe infields of the Giants and Reds
fighting floating forts." Mr. Chase is kins was she wn to have contributed that Charles F. Murphy, the Tammany
vice president of the Trans-Mississt- - $15,000 to the Xew York campaign and leader, has declared that he will not
jjpi iiuuiuierviiu uuhsicbb. ne utuu . $zi',uuu io uie nauonai campaign, ana seen to dictate tne nomination for)
"The national congress should Frank A. Munsey, "about the same.'" governor, although it has been assert-':""- "
spend part of the money it is put- - The statement filed by Mr. Hooker ed that, did he so desire, he could
ting into battleships and make it pos-- 1 covering the national expenses of control 400 of the 430 votes in the,'
sible for our farmers to live on ir-- 1 the Roosevt !t. primary campaign, convention. Believing the
are a toss-up- .
Boston excels on the left hand side
of the diamond; Xew York on the
right hand side.
Heinie Wagner is far ahead of Flet-
cher as a shortstop, and Gardner is
a better third baseman than Herzog.
Opposed to this fact, Merkle at first
and Doyle at second excel Stahl and
Verkes.
Gardner is Herzog's superior as
fielder and hitter. He is faster and
m W.CJ.U.
CONVENTION
showed a to'.al of $143,999.62 in the tion of Governor Dix is improbable,
fight preceding the Chicago conven-- j friends of other aspirants for first
tion. The greatest expenditure by place on the ticket are working for
the national organization was in Mass-- ! support wherever it may be found,
achusetts, to which $52,000 was sent Foremost among those mentioned for
covers lots of ground. He has a pairj PORTLAND, ORE.YERKES. Oct. 18 to 26th, 1912
rigated farms s well as they can in
King George's dominion.
"The cold fact is, that no amount
of patriotism or sentiment can regu-
late the movement of population. Men
go where they think they can improve
their condition, regardless of what
orators or newspapers or statesmen
may say. The renter class moves on
where land is cheap. The shrewd
business-lik- e farmer figures that he
can obtain more acres and make more
money. The farmer at fifty or sixty
rents or sells his farm and moves to
town. He thinks it is to his advan-
tage but it nearly always reduces his
for the primary fight.
Mr. Hooker's statement showed to-
tal receipts of $143,999.62 and total ex-
penditures of $141,657.64- for all na-
tional 'primp ry campaign expenses up
to September 7, 1912.
the honor are Representative Sulzer,
Lieutenant Governor Thomas F. Con-
way and Martin H.
temporary chairman of the conven-
tion. There was belief today that
this convention would abandon the
of clever hands and his throws to
first are great. He fields cleanly. Her-
zog is no slouch, but he is not Gard-
ner's equal.
The success of Boston this season
is in a large measure due to the work
of Wagner at short stop and at bat.
He is without a doubt the best short- -
The expenses summarized in Mr. system of voting under the unit rules.
Fletcher and Herzog are not playing
ball anywhere.
Thus as the hitting of one offsets
the base running of the other and
the better left side of the Red Sox
Hooker's statement were as follows:
ABOVE, FRED MERKLE.
BELOW, GARDNER.
alone. Stahl has said he would neither
sell them for money nor give them
away for love.
They are hitting away up in the
averages. Speaker rivals Cobb and
has few equals. But it is not a one-ma- n
outfield. Both Hooper and Lewis
are also wonderful players.
I don't believe the Giants' pitchers
can stop these three. The best in
the American League have failed to
$60.00
Direct Routes, via Denver and Salt
Lake.
$76.50
Going one way via Denver, the
other way via California.
Dates of Sale Oct. 12, 14, 15. . Re-
turn limit Nov. 15th, 1912.
H, S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, N.M.
Printing and advertising, $17,000;
salaries to employes, $4,000; telegraph
and telephone, $4,000; traveling ex- -ri&ht s!de ' the Giants,and that is saying a lot with Bush ?I consider them a toss-up- .
COLONEL ROOSEVELT
LEARNS NEW SONG.
Asheville, N. C, Oct. 1. Colonel
Roosevelt today entered North Caro-
lina, the last state in which he is to
speak on his trans-continent- tour,
which has extended over more than
ten thousand miles. Tonight the
and Jack Barry to consider.
Yerkes suffers when compared to
income and increases his expenses. It prnses, including Roosevelt and Bev-i- s
one of the mistakes of a farmer's eridge western trips, $17,000; postage
life when he lets go of a productive and mailing, $3,000; national head-far-
and thinks he adds to his com-- j quarters, $4,577; "sent to Senator Dix-fo- rt
by living in town. ;on for the Washington headquarters,
"The farmers and stockmen possess $7,500."
the best business occupation in the Mr. Tegethoff, when recalled, said
nation today. With the largest crop he had no letter in his possession, nor
production in history, with high prices ' had he ever Been any in which Roose- -
There is no use trying to compare
the outfields. As McGraw is the
game's greatest manager, so Speaker,
Hooper and Lewis form the greatest
outfield.
Becker, Murray and Snodgrass are
not in the same class as the Boston
trio either as hitters or fielders. While
they might possibly equal them as
fielders in a short series they cannot
do so. They are likely to drive even
MathewBon out of the box, once they
start.
The Boston outfield must bear the
Modern Grocery Comp'y
Larry Doyle, who has been a Giant
star for a long time. McGraw made
Doyle a brilliant player and appoint-
ed him captain. Much was expected of
Doyle last year in the world's series
and he was the one star who made
good.
Jake Stahl must manage his team
as well as play first base, and in so
important a series this may handi-
cap his work. Merkle is a younger
man, faster and a better fielder. Stahl
is a better hitter, however, than Mer-
kle, although both are clean-u- p men.
Both infielders work like machines
at their best. There is probably no
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hope to excel them in covering
ground.
I have seen these men cover ground
so completely that it seemed impos-
sible to drop a hit into the outfield.
They forgot that there are such things
as hits for the opposing team and
57"
brunt of that psychological disturb-
ance that has always had a baneful
effect upon stars in world's series. The
world is looking for the three to bear
the greatest part of the offensive bur-
den, as well as more than the aver-
age share of the defensive work.
The Giants, while lacking the abil-
ity of Boston, may find that the ex-
perience in the last year's series off-
sets Boston's natural advantage. The
finishing polish of a gruelling series
is hard to penetrate and they may ac-
tually rise superior and play better
ball than the wonderful Boston out-
field on sheer confidence alone.
and the end of the pioneer period and
the disappearance of free land, the
chance for the farmers' sons becomes
greater each year. But it is evident
that a smaller number of boys are
staying in the country, though wise
men tell them that the profits of the
farm are greater than ever before.
The relative decline in agricultural
population is not necessarily a matter
to be deplored. It is so only in case it
means a less desirable environment
into which the
. people leaving the
farms must go, or if the result is a
lessened supply of agricultural pro-
ducts.
"The government has done much for
caught everything near and far. Tex- -
velt asked Mr. Harriman to look out
for the selection of a good man for
United States senator in California.
"Information came to me to that ef-
fect and that is the reason I asked,"
explained Senator Pomerene.
William Flinn, who testified next,
said the "Taft people had spent $95,-00-0
in our country."
Senator Clapp called Mr. Flinn's
attention to Senator Penrose's charge
in the senate that Mr. Flinn had
made a fortune out of municipal deals
and had offered $1,000,000 or $2,000,-00- 0
to Senator Penrose and Israel
W. Durham to secure the seat of for-
mer Senator Quay in 1905.
"Under oath, I will say that if Sen-
ator Penrose made any such state-
ment as that he lied," snapped Flinn,
"neither did I authorize any other
man to make such an offer for me."
Mr. Flinn said he had never talked
infield in baseball, save that of the
Athletics, that can execute double
plays with any greater speed and ac-
curacy than these two combinations.
In handling runners I think the Red
Sox, with Wagner in the game, will
ap Leaguers would not .have been in-
vented had this bunch been playing
at the tome.
These men I consider worth $50,000
and Speaker worth half that sum
irrigation, but only a trifle compared
Just received a full line of Heinz'sgPickles andCondiments. Tasty appetizers that
will please you !
We specialize on CHEESE of all description
Heinz's Amber Vinegar for Pickling Purposes
Gives the Best of Satisfaction.
CAPE COD CRANBERRIES, AS FINE AS CAN BE!
There will be the usual clean-u- p prices SATURDAY EVENING
on Perishable Goods.
"The Store With a Conscience."
PHONE 262.
excel. Wagner has no superior in
taking the ball and putting it upon
the runner.
' Boston's infield is a better hitting
combination than that of the Giants,
but it is not nearly so fast when once
on the bases. Those New York in-
fielders are demons, once they get on.
A fleeter four than Merkle, Doyle,
with its assistance in other directions.
The farmers and stockmen of the west
should unite to impress on their con-
gressmen and senators the necessity
of greater activity in developing the to Senator Penrose or Mr. Durham
Tesreau and Myers, Wilson.HOW THEY STAND BINGHAM STRIKESITUATION UNCHANGED.
s.mi-ari- d lands ana maKing nomesiaDout tne senate. He declared he
for the teeming millions at our doors. had brought a witness with him who
Every drop of water that falls should had talked with Senator Penrose
be utilized; every foot of tillable land about the senatorial place,
eventually brought under the plow; i have also a man here who signed
and the government should get be- - my name to a telegram appealing tohind the proposition in dead earnest, the Standard Oil company for assist-no- t
only for the good of the people ance," said Mr. Flinn, "I did not au- -
AMERICAN LEAGUE. '
At Washington. R.H E. Continued irom rage One...101
.. 91
.. 89
. 74
,. 70
Xew York . . .
Pittsburgh . .
Chicago .
Cincinnati
Philadelphia .
Washington ...3 7 5
Boston 12 13 1
Groome, Engel and Henry; Bedient
and Thomas.
here in the west, but for the benefit thorize him to send the telegram."
of the whole nation. "He has worked for the Standard
Glynn, the latter the selection for
president of the Washington Typo-
graphical union as his authority.
.692
.615
.605
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.476
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88
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Oil company and said he believed he
could help me and I told him to goSt. Louis 6
Brooklyn . 57
Boston 4S Albuquerque, IN.
"When the west prospers the nation
prospers. It should do this at any
cost and do it now. Not less than
two members of the president's cabi-
net should be western men, familiar
with every condition of western land
Salem, Mass., Oct. 1. Threats of
violence if Joseph J. Ettor and Arturo
Giovannitti, leaders of the Industrial
Workers of the World, and Joseph
Caruso, on trial here charged with
responsibility for the alleged murder
At Philadelphia. R. H. E.
Philadelphia 4 8 5
New York 3 7 3
Seamen and Pennock; Keating and
Sweeney.
AMERICAN LEAGUE. OCTOBER 7th To 12th,LOUISVILLE, KY.and western needs. This should be a
government of all the nation, not a
government of the east with the west
of Anna Lopizzo, are not given their
liberty, were received today by of
Boston , 102 46 .6S9
Washington 89 59 .601
Philadelphia 88 60 .595
Chicago . , 73 77 .487
Cleveland 72 77 .484
Detroit 69 SO .463
St. Louis 52 98 .347
New York SO 9S .338
Christian Churches
of America
Meeting
ficers prosecuting the case. Sixty-eigh- t
talesmen were questioned today with-
out any addition to the jury. Wil-
liam D. Haywood came to Salem
BRUCE BROWN IS
INJURED IN RACE.
Milwaukee, Wis., Oct. 1. Bruce B.
Brown, the automobile racer find his
mechanician Tony Scudelari were in-
jured very seriously, it is believed, la
the overturning of Brown's Fiat car
in the Vanderbilt race course here to-
day. They were brought unconscious
to a hospjtal here. Relatives of both
forever begging for its share of the
benefits. This, I believe, will come,
for the west is asserting its strength.
The farmer is to have his innings. He
has an Armageddon of his own and
he .proposes to battle for his rights.
"With a production exceeding all
previous records, with a growing in-
telligence that teaches how to obtain
One Fare for the Round Trip From All Points inNew Mexico to Albuquerque.
FROM SANTA FE, N. M. $3.45 FR0M SANTA FE N--
new attractions this year. Bigger and better than ever;
DON'T FAIL TO ATTEND.
Dates of Sale Oct. 4th to 12th. Return Limit, Oct. 14th, 1912
Remember the Low Summer Tourist Rates to California oo sale Daily
Until September 30th.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent. Santa Fe, New Mex.
Round Trip Fare from 1
SANTA FE
$54.35
Dates of Sale, October li, 14, 15.
LAWYER IS HELD
FOR KILLING CLIENT.
Goshen, N. Y., Oct. 1. Burton W.
have been sent for. Both suffered
fractured skulls.
HERE THEY PLAY.
NATIONAL. .
Philadelphia at New York.
Brooklyn at Boston.
Pittsburgh at Chicago.
Cincinnati at St. Louis.
AMERICAN.
New York at Philadelphia.
Boston at Washington.
TODAYSGAMES.
the most for his land, with a financial
position before unknown, with science
tnking the place of etipaswork. with
heme consumption approaching the
measure of production, with a stead-- j
ily increasing price level for every--!
thing he raises, with new ideas, new
processes, new opportunities, the
next ten years promises a reward to
Gibson, an attorney of New York city,
was held for the grand jury today on
a charge of murdering Airs. Robj.
Menschik Szabe, his client, who per-
ished in Greenwood lake last July.
The grand jury will meet next Mon-
day.
Boston, Mass., Oct. 1. The market
for domestic wool continues active
ilruce Brown, automobile racer, is
i dead.
! Milwaukee, Wis., Oct 1. David
Bruce-Brow- the automobile racer
j died this afternoon here from a frac-- i
tured skull suffered in the over turn
Return Limit, Oct, 25.
EXTENSION OF TICKETS
B.v Depositing Tickets at Destination.Extension Will Be Granted Until No-
vember llth, 1912.
H. S. LUTZ, Agent.Santa Fe, N. M.
PEERLESS BAR
the farmer greater than the world has
ever seen. The coming decade will be
ing of his car on the Vanderbilt race
course today.
Brown's mechanician, Tony Scudel-
ari, is said by physicians to be
with values holding firm and strength
Fine Imported and Domestic Wines, Liquors
AND CIGARS
GREGG & COLE, Props.
running through nearly all grades.
Original Montanas are in demand with
the farmer's golden age."
CONSERVATIONISTS MEET.
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct. 1. Leaders
in the conservation movement from
prices ranging from 23 2 to 25 Pope Motor Cyclewhile other territory wool is slightly
lower. Sales of Texas wools have
NATIONAL.
At Boston R.H. E.
Boston 1
Brooklyn 0
(Called in third rain).
Batteries: Tyler and Rariden; Al-
len and Miller.
TAYLOR RESIGNS
AS CUSTODIAN
4 norse Power
PRICE, $165.00
With Imported Magneto.
AiMolorOycJe without doubt with troubleleft at the factoryJ. C. Taylor, who was appointed as
At Chicag- o- R.H. E. j custodian of the capitol building here
all sections of the country were here
today for the purpose of opening the
meeting o the four day session of the
Fourth National Conservation con-
gress.
The many speakers on the program
represent every phase of the subject.
Today's session include addresses by
Secretary of War Stlmson and Prof.
George E. Condra, Lincoln, Neb. John
Barber White, of Kansas City, presi-
dent of the congress, delivered his an-
nual address, after former Vice-Pre- si
Chicago 1 5 3
Pittsburg.. 12 0
Batteries: Cheney, Reulbach and
.Archer; Adams and Gibson.
fallen off somewhat but some good
lets of twelve months have changedhands recently. California wool is
dull and pulled wool is said to be firm-
er.
W. A. Rimes, Ruston, La., writes-"Sometim- e
ago I took Foley Kidney
Pills, and must confess the results
have been marvelous, for I feel like
a new man. I suffered from kidney
and bladder troubles, but Foley Kid-
ney Pills fixed me. I
. recommend
them to all sufferers from kidney
trouble." For sale by all Druggists.
resigned his position this morning
and it is understood that the board
will elect Edward S. Andrews to the
position. Mr. Taylor declined to
make any comment, as to his reasons
aHENRY KRICK&--
DISTRIBUTOR OF.
LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUDWEISER IN BOTTLES
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pore Distilled
water. Afent for Altec Spring Mineral Water.
TELEPHONE 35 J Santa Fe, New Mex.
At New York R. H. E. ! for resigning but it is understood
Philaedlphia .. 9 9 1 that there was some difficulty among
New York 2 11 3 the janitorial force that did not suit dent Fairbanks welcomed the visitors. light silent and reliablk.Chalmers and Killifer; Marquard, him and he decided to resign. After a reception for all tlie delegates PASM BROS., Agts., Santa Fe,
Il
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1PERSONALS LABOR LEADERS AREPUT ON TRIAL FORDYNAMITING OUTRAGES.
(Continued from page one.)
Incorporated I90Jn Established 1856
UST FIVE MINUTES devoted to an inspec-
tion of our NEW FALL SUITS and OVER-
COATS will be sufficient to convince you
of the wisdom of supplying your Clothing
LADIES!
You Will Find the
Correct Styles In
MILLINERY
MRS. W. LINDHARDT,
125 Palace Ave.
WE'VE GOT W !
SWEATERS
Needs here. See these
$ 1 2.50 and up. Special
and $30.00.
Clothes to-da- y. Prices
Values at $20.00, $25.00
JULIUS H. GERDES
No Leaders Here
The very latest in Sweaters, all weights and colors. Makes
you feel comfy to look at them !
HI AimCI The natty slip-o-n for these coolKl A rK I mornings" and evenings. Red and&Jljrl.L,LilU White striped, black and white
striped and solid colors. '
New Fall and Winter Suits and Overcoats
ALSO OUR FALL AND WINTER SAMPLES
for Made-to-Measu- re Garments. The fabrics are the lat-
est, the style and workmanship not excelled, and
price well, you may be the judge!
I Everything at Cut Prices for
TWO WEEKS 1
EVERYTHING
Just what we mean !
ADOLF SELIGMAN
B
MMAN BROS. COMPANY
ffiM 1"
We Are Going to Sell Out
AH of Our Stoves
And at Cost Prices,
To make room for a large shipment of FURNITURE.
Seeing the Coal Burners, Wood Burners, of all sizes
and many styles, is enough to make you buy. Pre
pare now for the cold weather.
Profits forgotten for two weeks I
DRY GOODS GO.
TO ALLOW THE
RECfVT SMALL FIRES
UNITED STATES BANK & TRUST CO.
CAPITAL 850,000 00
Does a General Banking Business ,
Your Patronage Solicited THE AKERS-WAGNE- R FURNITURE CO.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET.W. E. GRIFFIN, Cashier- -
Vice - President.
IAcres in Orchard and
H Wr--- ' APP VOII fiOINCi
N. 8. LAUGHLIN, President.
J. B, LAMY,
FOR IE TwoSmallHouse, IPS
WARNING OF THE
to pass unheeded? Is it not good busi- -Fruit; Eight-roo- m
Stable and Other $ to protect yojejfjullya gainst possibility of serious prop-Tloss- eT
INSURE WITH HAVWARD AND REST CONTENTBuildings.
Sfv Arppc ON ACEOUIA MADREPart of ft
Tract in Alfalfa and 18
e AH Under Irrigation,
JOSEPH B. HAYWARD, MANAGER,
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building,, Santa Fe, N. M.
a
LOW PRICE TO PURCHASER IF TAKEN AT ONCE
TELEPHONES.
Editor's office, 31 J.
Business office, 31 W.
The Rev. W. C. Grant is here from
Estancia.
William 0. Van Gilder of Chicago,
is at the Palace.
I. Sparks, former mayor of Santa
Fe, is in Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry : Lee are visit-
ing friends in Albuquerque.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellis Goodwyn of Chi-
cago, are visitors in the city.
J. V. Gallegos, of East Las Vegas,
is at the Montezuma hotel.
Mrs. P. P. Chavez and children arc
visiting friends in the city. They
are from Espanola.
M. E. Dodge and J. W. Stafford
are here from Espanola. They are
Registered at the Coronado.
John R. McFie, Jr., left at 3:30 this
afternoon for Ann Arbor. Michigan,
tc continue his study of law.
The Rev. James M. Shinier, pastor
of the Methodist Episcopal chursh
here, has gone to the Duke City for
a few days' visit.
State Senator B. F. Pankey came
up from Lamy yesterday to look after
some business matters in the capital.
He is at the Montezuma.
William C. Barnes, chief of the graz-
ing department, U. S. forestry serv-
ice, has returned to Washington, af-
ter spending some time in New Mex-
ico.
R. B. Marshall, chief geographer of
the U. S. geological survey, dined
yesterday at the Palace hotel. He
was with the geographers' excur-
sion.
The Rev. B. F. Summers, formerly
resident of Santa Fe passed through
the city yesterday on his way to Ra-
ton to attend a Methodist Episcopal
conference. He registered at vhe Eur-
opean hotel.
The Rev. M O. SlockJand. naotor
of the Methodist Eoiscopal church at
Silver City, is visiting the snoerin-tenden- t
of public instruction, Alan
N. White. Rev. Mr. Strekland is on
his way to Raton to attend a con-
ference.
Miss Margaret Parker, a charming
southern girl, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Francis C. Wilson at her resi-
dence on Buena ViFta Loma. Mi38
Parker lives in Virginia but she is
going to make this city he home for
several months.
M. C. de Baca, progressive candi-
date for congress, was in the city yes-
terday, arriving here from the north
of the Btate. He registered at the
European hotel. Mr. de Baca was
greeted most cordially by his many
friends here.
CARDUI WORKED
LIKE CHARM
After Operation Failed to Help,
Cardui Worked Like a Charm.
onesville, S. C "I suffered with
womanly trouble," writes Mrs. J. S.
Kendrick, In a letter from this place,
"and at times, I could not bear to stand
on my feet. The doctor said I would
never be any better, and that I would
have to have an operation, or I would
have a cancer.
I went to the hospital, and they oper-
ated on me, but I got no better. They
said medicines would do me no good,
and I thought I would have to die.
At last I tried Cardui, and began to
improve, so I continued using it. Now,
I am well, and can do my own work.
I don't feel any pains.
Cardui worked like a charm."
There must be merit in this purely
vegetable, tonic remedy, for women
Cardui for it has been in successful
use for more than 50 years, for the
treatment of womanly weakness and
disease.
Please try It, for your troubles.
K. B Wrilfto: LadiM' Advisory Dept. piait.-ftoo-
Medicine Co.. Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Sp'CVti
Inftrnrtion. and book. Home Treataiaitf
tor Women," tent in plain wr.oper. on reouett.
H.S. Kilt 8 GO,
Where Prices are Lowest
for Safe Quality.
The Home Grown Fru't Season
is on and we are offering to the
particular housewife the best to
to be had in
PEACHES,
I PEARS
and PLUMS
We can also supply you with
FT.SUMNER CANTALOUPES
the finest cantaloupes grown.
We have just received
shipment of
CHASE & SANBORN S
Best Coffee and Teas
RAPID DELIVERY SERVICE
If you want the best in
GROCERIES, FRIUTS
AND VEGEETABLES
GO TO
H. S. HUE 8 CO,
Where Prices are Lo .vest
from $125 to $250 for each "job."
Following is tne government's list
of the defendants in the dynamite
cases:
Frank M. Ryan, president of the In-
ternational Association of Bridge and
Structural ironworkers; residence, Chi
cago; headquarters, Indianapolis.
Herbert S. Hockin, acting secretary-treasure- r
of the union.
John T. Butler, Buffalo, X. Y., first
t.
Eugene A. Clancy, former member
executive board and former business
agent at San Francisco.
Johri'H. Barry, St. Louis, Mo.,
former membe executive board.
Henry W.' Legleitner, Denver, Col.,
former member executive board
Daniel J. Brophy, Brooklyn, former
member executive board.
Patrick F. Farrell, Brooklyn, formet
member executive board.
John J. McCray, Wheeling, W. Va.,
former member executive board.
(Never found after indicted.)
Michael J. Young, Bosion, member
executive board.
Phillip A. Cooley, New Orleans,
member executive board.
Charles N. Beum, Milwaukee, form-
er member executive board.
Michael J. Cunnane, Philadelphia,
former business agent local union.
James Cooney, Chicago, former bus-
iness agent local union.
J. W. Irwin, Peoria, ill., former secreta-
ry-treasurer local union.
Richard II. Houlihan, Chicago,
financial' secretary local union.
Edward Clark, Cincinnati, former
president local union.
William E. Recldin, Milwaukee,
former official local union.
Paul J. Morrin, St. Ixuiis, former
president local union.
Daniel Ruckley, Rod; Island, 111.,
former secretary local union.
W. Bert Brown, Kansas City, Mo.,
former business agent.
Edward Smythe, Peoria, III., former
secretary aud business agent.
Frank K. Painter, Omaha, Neb.,
former business agent. j
Andrew J. Kavanaujih, bpringtleia,
111., member local union.
Peter J. Smith, Cleveland, business
agent.
Murray U Pennell, Springfield, 111.,
former president local union.
William J. McCain, Kansas City,
Mo., former business agent.
Patrick Ryan, Chicago, business
agent.
Herman G. Seiffert, Milwaukee,
business agent.
J. E. Munsey, Salt Lake City, Utah,
former business agent; named in in-
dictment also as, "Jack Bright," who
is alleged to have harbored J. B. Mc- -
Namara after the Los Angeles dis
aster.
Michael J. Hannon, Scranton, Pa.,
former business agent.
John R. Carroll, Syracuse, N. Y.,
local union.
Edward E. Phillips, Syracuse, N. Y.,
local union.
William Deinhardt, Cincinnati, form
er financial secretary local union.
Fred Mooney, Duluth, Minn., former
financial secretary local union.
James E. Ray, Peoria, HI., former
president local union.
William Shupe, Chicago, former
business agent.
James Coughlin, Chicago, former
business agent.
Frank J. HIggins, Boston, New Eng
land organizer in 1910.
Charles . Wachtmeister, Detroit,
former business agent.
Ernest G. W. Basey,' Indianapolis,
former business agent.
Frank J. Murphy, Detroit, formei
business agent.
M. H. Davis, West Chester, Pa.,
former member executive board.
George Anderson, Cleveland, busi
ness agent.
Olaf A. Tveitmoe, secretary of
Building Trades Council of California.
William K. Benson, Detroit, former
president of local federation of labor.
Clarence E. Dowd, Detroit, former
organizer- - International Association of
Machinists.
Fred Sherman, Indianapolis, former
business agent ironworkers.
Spurgeon P. Meadows, Indianapolis,
business agent of the Association of
Carpenters and Joiners union.
Hiram Cline, Munice, Ind., organizer
for Carpenters.
Ortie E. McManigal, confessed dy
namiter and accomplice of tne mc- -
Namaras, held a prisoner as chief wit
ness for the government.
John J. McNamara, secretary treas'
urer of the ironworkers, now a pris-
oner In San Quentin prison, Califor-
nia, on his plea of guilty in having
blown up the Llewellyn Iron works
in Los Angeles on Christmas day,
1910.
James B. McNamara, his brother,
also in the same prison, on his plea
ot guilty for having blown up tne
Los Angeles Times building, at 1:07
a. m.. October l, imiu, wneu si iiei- -
sens were killed.
Although 54 men were Indicted,
only 51 of them were to appear for
trial, because the McNamaras already
are In prison and McCray never has
been located since the Indictments
were returned last February.
Chronology of the alleged dynamite
conspiracy:
Summer 1905. first explosion (.rail
road bridge) Miller's Palls, Mass., 13
sticks of dynamite discovered. .
1905-191- almost one hundred ex-
plosions in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New
Jersey, Massachusetts, Connecticut,
New York, Maryland,, Illinois, lowa,
Wisconsin, Missouri, Nebraska and
western states.
October 1, 1910, Los Angeles Times
building blown up, 21 persons killed.
December 25, 1910, Llewellyn Iron
works, Los Angeles, blown up.
April 12, 1911, James B. McNamara
and Ortie E. McManigal arrested at
Detroit.
April 22, 1911, John J. McNamara,
ecretary-treasure- r of International
Bridge and Structural Ironworkers,
arrested at his office in Indianapolis
O. C. WATSGN & CO.
Phone, Red 189.
guilty at Los Angeles, John J. .to mur-
der in the first degree in blowing up
the Los Angeles Times building, and
James B. to having blown up the
Llewellyn Irou works. Both sentenced
later.
February (i, 1912, federal grand jury
at Indianapolis, returns 32 indict- -
ments. charging 51 men with having
participated in a conspiracy illegally
tn trnnsnort dvnamite.
February 11, almost all the defend
ants arrested within a few hours at
signal, telegraphed to many points ot
the country.
March 12, defendants arraigned and
plead not guilty.
October , exactly two years after
the Los Angeles disaster the trial be-
fore a federal court begins.
WILSON TAKES
ISSUE WITH NUEUti
ERA OF MEXICO
Mexico City, Oct. 1. Ambassador
liocil Kiel infill 1 1: iiuw laicu na uii
'authorized and gratuitous the sug--
igestion made this morning in the
Nueva Era, a government organ that!
claims for indemnities by Americans
should be withdrawn. "The embassy
regards an expression of this kind,''!
said the ambassador, "in peculiarly
bad taste as eminating from a newspa-
per supposedly representative of the
opinion 'of the government of Mex-- j
ico. Some of the claims lack just or
legal foundation in international pre-- j
cedent and their payment will not be
urged by the United States. Others
are just and well founded either in
international praceice o on the ground
i0f international amity.
"The government of the United
Slates expects and in due season will
diplomatically insist that all claims
for damages which come either with-
in precedent, or the precents grow-
ing out of amicable consideration,
shall be dealt with justly and gener-
ously by the government of Mexico.
Aurtin, Texas, Oct. 1. Governor
Colquitt received a telegram from the
state department at Washington to-
day advising him that permission for
the crossing of Texas soil by Mex-
ican Federals entraining at Marathon,
Texas, had been suspended. The gov-
ernor replied to the state department
that his objection was to the passage
of troops at Marathon, not at Del Rio.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1. The
state department requested the Mexi-
can government to stay the execu-
tion of J. N. Carson of Klngsland,
Texas, under sentence to be shot at
Tampico, Mexico, pending a full in-
vestigation of the charges against
him. Carson's alleged offense is not
known to state department officials.
El Paso, Texas, Oct. 1. Alberto Ma-der-
uncle of President Madero, and
extensive property owner in Chihua-
hua, declared today that there were
not more than 100 rebels in the north
of Mexico. He said Orozco was fol-
lowed by less than 500 men. Senor
Madero recently returned here from
the Pacific coast.
THE STINGLESS BEE
HAS BEEN INVENTED.
Philadelphia, Pa., Oct. 1. The
stingless bee has at last arrived, hav-
ing been produced by an English
apiarist named Burrows, after two
years of experiment. A description
of the new bee, as it has been, re-
ceived here, says that the hybrids are
splendid workers and are less liable to
disease than the ordinary honey pro-
ducer. Burrows mated Cyprian
drones with Italian queens to produce
the new bee, which, while possessing
a stinger, cannot use it as a weapon
of defense.
AMERICAN FARMERS
SETTLE IN CANADA.
Ottawa, Ont, Oct. 1. tTnited States
settlers entering Canada during the
first five months of the current year,
according to a statement issued by
the government exceeded the arrivals
last year by 10 per cent. There were
73,209 arrivals in ' the western pro-
vinces this year. "Jhey brought with
them in cash and property upwards of
$110,000,000.
J W MAYES
INSURANCE
Fire, Life, Accident,
Plate Glass, Etc. Etc.
REAL ESTATE
City Property, Farms,
tranches, Orchards,
Land GrantsJEtc
Surety Bonds
Of All Kinds
Telephone 194 W., Room U
LAUGHLIN BUILDING,
The people of Santa Fe are invited to visit the Largest and ;
Best Jewelry Store in the City and inspect our COLFLETE
LINE of ,(
"ALAIN" SILVER PLATED WARE
This Is the Highest Grade Plated Ware on the Market, and i
we carry two desirable patterns, the it119 San Francisco St.. : BRIDE S,BO"lt I .
San FranciscoYONTZ, Street
AND STOCK FOOD
MULLIGAN & RISING,
FUNERAl DIRECTORS
License Numbers, 66-6- Day or Night Phone, I JO Red.
Next Door to Postoffice,
Fruit Trees in Bearing. &
mile trom Fiaza.
: Santa Fe, New Mexico.
s
NEW MEXICO.
DIANA AND THE
Reliable Jeweler H. C.
POULTRY
We have bur
can furnish
ill medium or fine,
ijgfldiri We
.i
can grind
tne airierem
own mill run by electricity, and
pure,cleanccrn chop either coarse
as meal for the little chicks'
any mixture that is desired o'ci ...l :it
let, oats, kaffir corn, bran, etc.
grams, sucn turn, nncoi, uui
( 15 lb. pkg., $ .65
. 30 lb. " 1.20
( 100 lb. sack, 3.75
Green Cut Bone and MeatWhy Wait ?
SEND YOUR OPTICAL REPAIRS DIRECT TO
TAUPERT,
Dispensing Optician,
Every farmer and every family that has even a few chickens
should have cut bone and meat to feed them. It improves
their health and makes them lay.
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.va
POULTRY AND VETERINARY REMEDIES
PRATT'S VETERINARY COLIC CURE. GUARANTEED.
A famous remedy for all classes of colic, acute in-
digestion and bloat. This wonderful remedy has
a record of curing 998 cases out of 1,000. It is a
quick, sure and reliable cure for all cases of colic.
E. LAS VEGAS, ::
Accurate Work-Qu- ick price, 50 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
PRATT'S GUARANTEED EGG PRODUCER SSSSTSl3
gapes and common ailments. Pratt's Poultry Regulator
makes little chicks grow fast and develops them into big lay
ers. Keeps fowl healthy and in good laying condition.
Full directionswith each package, . . . Price, 25 cents
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
a
Returns !
Telephone 9 W
CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage Transfer. Prompt Attention and the Best
of Satisfaction Guaranteed.
I
I,
PRATT'S ANIMAL REGULATOR
FOR HORSES.CATTLESHEEP, HOGS.DAIRY COWS.&c.
Because it works directlv on the blood, bowels,
and digestive organs of the animal; it builds up
run-dow- n horses, cures hog cholera in its early
stages, makes pigs grow quickly and fatten rap-
idly : dairy cows give more milk. lJ mg "
Full directions on each package, . . Price, per pkg., 25c
For Sale at GORMLEY'S GENERAL STORE.
104 DON OASPER ST.
A. live paper makes a live town.
Fe ere making a live paper. Read it.
F. WILL MAIL YOU SI
for each Set of old False Teeth send us.
Bigbesc prices pt-- Id for old Gold, Silver,
old ' Watches, Broken Jewelry and Pre-
cious Stones.
MONET 8RWD BT RETURN MATT.,
PHILA. SMELTING & REFIMING CO.
ESTABLISHED iO YEARS
Ml Chestnut St Philadelphia, Pa.
TA rtCktTICTC
e willbuv vourQold Fillings, Gold Scraps
and Platinum. Klfrhesc prices paia.
FOR SALE
320-ACR- E RANCH
alt under fence, good improve-
ments, lots of water. Fine hayland and farm land with a fine
crop on it and about 40 head of
cattle. Six miles-fro- railroad
and 7 miles from the mountain.
Sell at a bargain. Address,
FRANK DAVIS,
Moriarty, N. M.
JOHN HAMPEL, Proprietor.
COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
Family Trade Supplied.
259 San Francisco St. SANTA FE, N. ,M.TlS SANTA FP . - NEW MEXICOfor SafeOiiality
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THE SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA. CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,000
J. PALEN,
President.
L. A. HUGHES,
Vice-Prer-ide- nt.
tm ... r-- cv..-- , i
fci ?Cr
Santa Fe New Mexican
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Saata Fe Postoffice
The Santa Fe New Mexican Published Dally
The New Mexican Review English Weekly
El Nuevo Mexicano Spanish Weekly
The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting President
Charles M. Stauffer General Manager '
J. Wight Glddlngs Editor
William F. Brogan Associate Editor
SUBSCRIPTION RATES
Dally, per year: by mall S5.0 Dally Per Ouarter, by mall $1.25
Dally, six months, by mall 12.50 Dally per quarter, by carrier 11.50
Weekly, per year $1.00 Weekly, six months 50
The Ranch of the Rockies--Ope- n the' Year Round.
Beautiful Illustrated Booklet on request.
THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF SANTA FE
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
The Oldest Bank in the State. Organized in 1870.
Time is the test of a bank's endurance and strength.Growth determines Its adaptability to changing condi-
tions. This bank has successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first importance In banking, a tradition that still
rules its policy, but the bank is not living on Its historybut depends for its prosperity upon adaptability to presen-
t-day needs.
Commercial Bills discounted. Credit and Deposit Ac-
counts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupons collected and cashed. Stock Ex-
change Sales and Purchases effected. Telegraphic
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
banking relations with a strong, service-givin- g bank
where credit can be had when required.
Exchange your Inactive funds for our time Certificates
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers in regard to your banking
business.
VALLEY RANCH, N. MTHE VALLEY RANCH,
REMARKS "St
all that, the home corner grows more
and more attractive to me, and I do
not feel any jealousy nor regret in see-
ing the younger fellows go into the
political game and do the shouting
and pushing and hurrah part.
The time comes when, not fromUncle Tom?Dos Caiioties Viejc
lack of interest, nor shirking of duty,
FINAL COUP IS
FIZZLE AND
WORSE
DEMOCRATIC EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
ADOPTS RESOLUTION WHICH RE
de SanEl Chanate del Condado
Miguel. Que no?.
nor anything of that kind, but from
99All of Today's News Today a sort of feeling that the showy parthas grown stale, one willingly hantfs
over to the next generation, the shout-
ing and the marching and the carry
J. B. READ,
Cashier.
FRANK McKANE,
Assistant Cashier.Will the gentleman from Dona
Ana
yield for a question?
FOUR PER CENT (4) Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITSing of illuminations and all that sort cfold cannon have notThem two
came yet. thing.Time was when it was a part of a
fellow's life to get into a campaign; to
be in the parade; to get onto the plat-
form and talk to the enthusiastic
PHONES:
BUSINESS OFFICE 31 W EDITORIAL ROOMS 31 J
Think of El Chanate using a man
like Nathan Jaffa.
COGNIZES KOHLHOUSEN AS
CHAIRMAN IN COLFAX COUNTY-SPRIN- GER
OUTFIT WHIPPED
crow'd of Political boosters. It wasMr. Bronson Cutting isBoo hoo,
great spun ana uie tAuiiemeiu wansuch a mean man. Poor Hagerman.
ZARAPERIA MEXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.
MANUFACTURER OF
Balleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
Send for Price List and Full Information.
1 19 Don Caspar Avenue.
Boo hoo.
As the leading republican newspa-
per, the M. J. is sure there with the
goods.
NOT SO DIFFICULT.
The tax question is one of the great interests we have at stake. It has
been, perhaps, the topic of more discussion and the subject of more legis-lation than any which appears in economic philosophy. It is not as intricate
as it appears, however, and the great troubles that grow out of it come from
the lax and unequal execution of our taxation laws.
Equity, equality is the foundation.
Favoritism, influence, pull, selfishness is the handicap.
The fact stands out clean, clear from the shadows, that the average man
Once again we demand that George
Armijo withdraw from the president-
ial race and permit Theodore to run.
bully; but, with Eddie Guest, I have
grown to feel that the cozy corner at
home is mighty hard to pull away
from when the day's work is over and
Riley and Field or some other writer
chap who is a good companion; to-
gether with your life's chum, you
know, is waiting for you there.
FOR CASH.
I notice the Santa Fe laundry has
adopted the "no payee, no washee"
system, or in other words, cash.
I am more and more convinced that
this is the correct system, not only
for the laundry business but for the
print shop, and a good many other
lines. The plan, if in general vogue,
The final coup whereby the St.
Louis, Rocky Mountain and Pacific
Railroad company of Colfax county,
hoped to secure control of the demo-
cratic organization in Colfax county,
fizzled sadly yesterday when the
democratic executive committee in
session in this city adopted a resolu-
tion recognizing Dr. Kohlhousen as
county chairman in that county and
his committee and organization, as
the real democratic organization in
Colfax county.
The committee spent a busy after-
noon going over the situation and
Dan Grant is a perfectly lovable
young man and he does realize his
responsibilities. Besides he has great
wealth.
Up, there in those Colfax county
coal camps, they are getting ready
THE PALACE
SANTA FE, N. M.
MAFJSON & MENDENHALL, Proprietors.
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT. AMERICAN AND EUROPEAN PLAN.
LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
iu making campaign plans and it adto give Hagerman a perfect ovation journed only after having fully mapwe don't think.
ped out its method of procedure.
would help the cost of living in some
ways. The cash customer would not
be constantly called upon to pay the
losses caused by the customer who
European Rate, $1.00 and up,
American Plan, $2.50 and up.
is the one who bears the brunt of the taxation burden.
He has not the money to pay expensive agents who appear 'at each suc-
ceeding session of the legislature to guard the interests of the interests. He
has not the "pull" to keep great holdings free from tax while his little house,
his average size business, his struggling farm, his shop, his orchard are put.
on the assessor's roll, "all the traffic will bear."
We do not favor relieving the common geezer from his tax, but we favor
equalization.
We favor the occasional appearance on the tax roll of land grants, which
are held for a big profit, when they should be open to settlement by people
who would pay a tax.
We favor taxing corporations at least their portion of what "the traffic
will bear."
No one of any sense favors corporative annihilation. It is only through
the expenditure of irge sums of money that our railroads, which are of
absolute necessity to progress and development, could be constructed. That
is not the point. AVe only argue that the common, everyday citizen should
not be called upon to bear the brunt. We argue that great coal land holders,
great land grant holders, great possessions of value in corporative institu-
tions, should stand a fair share.
We only insist that favoritism, fear, or whatever be the influence which
actuates assessing officers in their neglect of duty, be once and forever re-
moved.
The progressive party favors justice in taxation.
It is up to the people now. ,
DIUINITY NOT ELIMINATED.
All Europe has been roused by what Professor Edward Albert 'Schafer
president of England's greatest body of! scientists, told these scientists the
other day in Dundee, Scotland, respecting his ideas of the origin of life.
Most folks seem to think that the scientists are not paying enough at-
tention to what God is popularly supposed to have done in regard to originat-
ing life.
In a few days, a speaking list com-
posed of some of the ablest progres-
sive democratic speakers in the coun-
try, will be made public and the cam-
paign will be under way in full blast.
Mr. Fergusson's route has been fully
outlined and the congressman will be
kept busy until election day for he is
to make a swing around the entire
state.
Senator Isaac Barth was instructed
to speak at the Torrance county fair
on October 3 at Willard, and will make
that date.
There was quite a lengthy debate
iu the committee over the Colfax sit
does not pay, and that constitutes
quite a sizable part of every com-
munity. C. O. D. has a kind of sug-
gestive sound to it, but the cash sys-
tem, or the system of pay as you go,
would relieve the. financial strain a
good deal for everybody. Of course,
the pay by the week plan for those
trusted and well known is always a
.successful method and satisfactory,
and being practically cash, accom-
plishes practically the cash purpose.
We meet all the time, everywhere,
the chap who Is looking for the "some-
thing for nothing" end of the game,
the fellow who makes it a point to
live off others, who don't care whom
ho beats, friend gets it as well as
casual acquaintance or easy mark,
Meals, 50 Cents.
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,
steam heat, electric lights.
LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.
The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisine and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.
"Wal we hev got tu orgunize," says
the Old Codger. "I hev been riled
considerbul and I ses tu myself, aes
and there isn't anyone much more de-
spicable in this world than the real
dead-bea- t. The fellow who don't mean
uation but it ended in the complete
defeat of the Springer contingent who
secured no recognition. The resolu-
tion adopted recognizing Dr. Kohl-
housen was as follows:
"WHEREAS, it appears by rep-
resentation made to this commit-
tee that no has
been had in Colfax county under
the resolution passed by the
democratic central committee at
Albuquerque on September 9th,
and,
"WHEREAS, until such
under said resolution
I, I will jest go tu Mister Catron who to pay, or the one who don't care
how much he skins another or how
he skins him, does not deserve much
consideration, anyway.
Of course, honeBty in the world by
I hev knowed fer nigh on sixty years
and jest tell him th situashun. An
he ses tu me, ses he, no matter whut
them fellers ses about thet straw lid,
yu jest pay no attenshun to em but
jest vote er straight gol darn It. Fer
after we have win this electshun, I am
agoin tu create fer yu, a postoffus at
Tesukee en then yu kin be independ-
ent of them fellers, he ses tu me he
ses, by heck."
Does the Albuquerque Herald now
admit that the M. J. is the leading re
everybody means the millenium and
that is not here yet, and likely will not
be for a long, long time, so he will go
right on, some of us paying other peo-
ple's bills and handing out our hard-earne- d
cash trustingly to a dead-bea- t
and skinner when he comes to us
with hard luck stories and pretty
promises. Every man gets it now
and then, even the cautious business
Large Sample Rooms. THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.
Professor Schafer gave God no credit at all. He thinks life is only a
chemical action; that, in a swamp, sometime, somewhere, a little salts,
potassium, phosphorous, water, and some other chemicals happened to get
together, that there was a slight stirring, a movement, and life began. Even
now, he thinks, if scientists will only watch the swamps carefully, it is not
impossible that they will see new life being created.
By new life he does not mean the life that a parent passes on to a child,
but brand new life, that has never existed before.
It doesn't seem to us that the scientists are really leaving God out of it.
Even if they do discover that life is only a chemical action, can they tell us
who made the chemicals, and by whose law these chemicals are converted
Into a mother, with her babe in her arm?
Perhaps it is true that the first stir of life on this planet really was only
a lot of chemicals bumping into each bther, and mixing up. But who made
the law by which this stir becomes the loving heart-bea- t of a parent, or the
love of a man for a woman, or the ambition that causes men to move moun-
tains, or the fidelity that makes a man give up his life for what he believes
is true?
Common folk, who only know they are alive, but can't tell you Jiow,
ought not to make fun of scienitsts or condemn them, or put stumbling blocks
in their way. Let them go on with their guessing and seeking.
The chances are that some day they'll help us to understand, even more
jullv than we do now, how great God really is.
o
publican newspaper of New Mexico?
the old chairman and committee
are the regular organization in
said county;
"BE IT RESOLVED, that all
acts of any other persons than
the regular organization are un-
authorized and void, and
"BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that until such organization under
said resolution that Dr. C. C. Kohl-
housen, R. H. Cartetr and Howard
L. Bickley be, and they hereby
are, recognized by this committee
as chairman, secretary and treas-
urer, respectively of the regular
organization; v
BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED,
that certified copies of this resolu-
tion be served on both factions in
Ask 'em about it fellers.
We arise to ask them geographers
who were here yesterday if they
can tell us where Debsconeag, Pisca-
taquis county, is located. Of course,
they can't. It's in Maine.
How About That Fire Insurance?
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?
And El Chanate does love Mr.
Hagerman no matter what Bronson
Cutting says about it. He don't real Think About It! -- Then Actsaid county."
man, and from present appearances,
the dead beat we will always have
with us.
GOING UP.
"Steers may go to $15.00 announces
a headline, as for the consumer, he
may go to whatever his destina-
tion, he is on his way. (A breadwin-
ner's soliloquy while trying to make
both ends meet.)"
The above little quotation was
handed me yesterday. How many of
us think of the present living condi-
tion day by day, as we go to pay our
bills or as we read the big head-
lines in the different newspapers. Al-
most always when a thing goes up, it
comes down sometime, but when it
comes to food products and those
things which we use in every day life
there isn't any law of gravitation at
all.' Things just go up and stay.
One would think, though, that they
would get high enough sometime to
THE MOULTON-ESP- E COMPAN VCROSS OR FEVERISH,
GENERAL AGENTS. SANTA FE, N. M
ize his responsibilities and besides he
is perfectly trivial about such matters.
Boo hoo.
El Chanate was president of the
territorial senate when Hagerman was
governor and the endearing ties of
affection begun then have never
wavered even unto this day. Boo
hoo.
.
HALF-SIC- CHILDREN.
f Tongue is Coated, Breath Bad,
Stomach Sour it Means a Torpid
Liver and Clogged Bowels.
DO IT YOURSELVES.
The only way to regulate the people's business is to have the people
regulate it. They have not been doing it. Our business has been a. business
by substitution. That is the easy, the lazy way, but it is not the systematic
and effective way.
We American people have followed out the funny page story picture sug-
gestion: "Let George do it." If something is wrong in city matters, we have
said: "Let the council attend to it."
If something was wrong in taxation or in economic administration, we
have said: "Let the courts regulate it."
If business matters went awry we said: "Let the banks handle it."
If we found ourselves in a money panic and times were close, we said:
"Let congress take it up."
The time has come when the people are awakening to the fact that they
must tend to their own business. The successful man of business does it.
Mother! Don't scold your cross,
peevish child! Look at the tongue'
bee if it is white, yellow and coated!
THE RELIANCE MORTUARY ADDITION POLICY
The Most Liberal Life Insurance Contract Written
This policy provides that It one beeomes totally disabled from disease or accident thePREMIUMS CEASE the PolicMecomes Paid UP For Life, and A MONTHLY INCOME
la Paid to the Insured for ONE HUNDRED MONTHS thus one gets the benefit of hisinsurance during lifetime. There are many other new features in this Policy (that we
wish to explain to you in person.
AO THE BYSTANDER
AO SEES IT
If your child is listless, drooping, isn't
sleeping well, is restless, doesn't eat
heartily or is cross, irritable, out of
sorts with everybody, stomach sour, HALL & HALLGENERAL AGENTS KOOM 21, CAPITAL CITYBANK HLUGiaaaasMaBn
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
feverish, breath bad; has stomach
ache, diarrhoea, sore throat, or is full
of cold, it means the little one's stom-arc- h.
liver and 30 feet of bowels are
filled wich poisons and foul, consti-
pated waste matter and need a gentle,
thorough cleansing at once.
be satisfied but it is evident that the
altitude is never too great for prices
and that they thrive in a rarified at-
mosphere as well as in any other.
One wonders where the limit really
i In this kind of thing or if there
isn't any limit. It looks to me as if
there won't be any until some-tbin- f
changes humanity ,all over
again anci makes it a little more hu-
man. It seems almost as if selfish-
ness and greed had become the con-
trolling influences in life.
We read now and then of the "milk
Give a teaspoonful of Syrup of Figs,
and in a few hours all the clogged up
waste, undigested food and sour bile
will gently move on and out of its lit-
tle waste clogged bowels without
nausea, griping or weakness, and you
will surely have a well, happy and
smiling child again shortly.
LET 'EM SHOUT.
While the campaign shouters rattle
In this ballot-seekin- g battle,
I sit calmly by my fireside
With Jim Riley, Field or Poe.
While they're yelling "crook" and
iiar!'
I sit gayly by my Are
With the hearts with love aglow.
I will spend my time with Riley,
And the boys I value highly,
And with Field I'm glad to wander
Down to Casey's Table d'hote;
But to go to hear some fellow
Rant and rave and loudly bellow,
I will not don my goloshes
Or put on my overcoat
Edgar Guest in Detroit Free Press.
I'm for that, too. Eddie Guest is
right . In fact, I find he puts a great
deal of real philosophy in his "Break-
fast Table Chat."
There comes a time In a fellow's
of human kindness,'' but we have not
read of it recently as an element in
present day life. It's all dried up or
gone sour. To be sure, we see a lot
of kind things done and there is
really a good deal of generosity in
the world, but is it not a fact that
With Syrup of Figs you are not
drugging your children, being compos
If he didn't he would be bankrupt. We have found out by bitter experience
that those who have been delegated by us to do our business for us have not
been square. They have been turning it to their own profit and advantage.
Fortunately it is not too late, but we do need a change of department
heads in the conduct of our business, and then we need to attend to it our-
selves, and see that we are getting out of it that which is legitimately ours.
The nation's business is our business and we have a right to share in the
dividends when they are paid. There should be no preferred stockholders.
There should be a square deal and an equitable division. "Let George do it" is
a wornout and unsatisfactory method of conducting our business.
Let us tend to our own business.
0
THEY CONFUSE ISSUES.
Republican and democratic campaign managers are si riving to confuse
the issues. The great, appealing cry of the first is that the progressives are
seeking to wreck the republican party. They hope, apparently, to so arouse
the dormant republican sentiment and sympathy and possibly check the swift
and increasing tide of desertion of the rank and file. They hope to force a
maintenance of allegiance to the party despite its record of latter years and
the fact that its control has passed into the hands of those who, combining
with democrats of their own class, have forced into laws the desires of the
interests, the "invisible party," the black dog upon which they live like fleas.
They talk of Grant and Lincoln and the great leaders of the past as if theirs
were the republican party of the present. They are playing only on a party
name.
0
A Michigan member of the standpat organization declares that no man
"has a moral right to bolt the republican party." This campaign has developed
some unusual doctrines, but that is the limit. It is "moral," it is to be pre-
sumed, for a party to steal, to usurp our rights, to manipulate our legislation
to personal ends, to attempt to turn a democracy into an oligarchy, but it is
unmoral to bolt the organization, no matter to what limits it may go. Vnder
the classification of the Michigan standpatter, there is a great host of Am-
erican citizens who are other than morally right in this campaign and they
glory in the position which they have taken. We are not convinced that
in being a member of and believer in the progressive movement that we are
acting in a manner that is unmoral.
ed entirely of luscious figs, sena and
aromatics it cannot be harmful, be-
sides they dearly love its delicious
R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.
'The West Point of the Southwest.
Ranked as "Distinguished
Institution " by the U S.
War Department.
Located In the beautiful Pecos
V alley, 3, 700 feet above sealevel,
sunshine every day. Ooea air
work throughout th entire ses-
sion. Conditions for physical
and mental development are
IDEAL such as cannot be found
elsewhere In .America. Four-tee- n
officers and Instructors, all
graduates from standardEa' st-
ern colleges. Ten buildings,
' modern in every respect,
Regents :
E. A. C A HOON. President.
J. E. KHEA,
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
JOHN W. POK, Secretary.
W. A. F1NLAY.
For particulars and Illustrated cata-
logue, address,
COLJAS.W.WILLSOM.Sopt
"everyone for himself and the devil
m
j
take the hindmost" is the- - text of taste.
Mothers should always keep Syrup
of Figs handy. It is the only stomach,
present day philosophy?
Somebody gets the benefit of ' the
rise in prices' of all our products. liver and bowel cleanser and regulalife when that cozy corner at home That's n ninph It gives somebody ais the best place in all the world, es chance to have the best and most ex
pensive things, and to live well.
I wonder who it is.
Somebody pays for someone else's
luxuries, too. We all know who that
is. ...
tor needed a little given today will
save a sick child tomorrow.
' Full directions for children of all
ages and for grown-up- s plainly .print-
ed on the package.
Ask your druggist for the full name,
"Syrup of Figs and Elixir of Sena,"
prepared by the California Fig Syrup
Co. , This is the delicious tasting, gen-
uine, old reliable. Refuse anything
else offered.
pecially to one who has spent years
in the hurly burly of political life and
who has done a lot of shouting, him-
self.
I do not encourage lack of enthu-
siasm for "the political principles you
are supporting nor suggest any lack of
participation in political affairs We,
all of us, have our duty as citizens and
I believe In standing up to it but for
A little want ad costs but a few
cents and brings wonderful results
when published' In the New Mexican.
Try one.
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HOW JAN VAN HOUTEN GETS OUT OF IT ALL TRAFFIC WILL BEAR. 2,911.24 317,535.95
586,104.56
crued since April 1, 1910
SurplusBEAUTIFUL WANTSIS FLUFFY. (Continued from Pago One.) Total Liabilities $20,(124,041.4$
St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific liy Co., guarantees principal ($105,- -
MOMENTSAND LUSTROUS IN A FEW ;,!:,h FOR SALL 1 wo story residence ono,,. a. Nwtw i) .r ni. ..,n,. - i f.r.t iin ?.; r, : r, . r. z" ' aCe avenue. Lot cox240 feet. o. uaunt O VI DiailUHIU , a. 14,(7 14X111 UCIU tlll WLlil-- nc inn;. Watson & Co.
Oklahoma, Nebraska, New Mexico and Arizona.
COKE BUSINESS.
The demand for coke has been below normal owing to the low prices
of copper and other metals which have operated to curtail smelter activi-
ties. ' v
As a consequence of this abnormal condition the prices obtainable for
coke have been below the average of recent years.
THIRD ANNUAL REPORT OF RAILROAD TRAFFIC.
It is worthy of remark that the business of your company's railroad is
CONSOLIDATED INCOME ACCOUNT, FISCAL YEAR ENDED JUNE 30.
Increase1909
$1,439,045.56
982,981.09
1910
Cross earnings $1,974,244.11
Cost, expenses and taxes 1,306,732.94Girls! Get a 25 Cent Bottle of "Danderine" and Try This
$535,198.55
323,751.85
Also Stops Falling Hair; Destroys dandruff.
WANTED Boy or man to drive
milk wagon. Apply Capital City
Dairy, Phone 230 W.
FOR SALE National Cash Reg-
ister two drawers practically new.
456,064.47 211,446.70Net earnings $ 667,511.17also increasing steadily especially in the hauling of freight other than fuel
and in passenger traffic.
The agricultural development .in the territory tributary to your road, Interest charges $ 34.110.03
14,681.32
391,045.04
10,071.14
356,935.01
24,752.46
O. C. Watson & Co.by construction of irrigation works aB well as the extension of farming opera Other deductions
tions in the mountain valleys and lands along the foothills, promises further
increase of traffic from that source. Some additional business may also 381,687.47 192,017.71Total deductions $ 401,116.18
once, Danderine dissolves every par-- I
tide of dandruff; cleanses, purifies
and invigorates the scalp, forever
stopping itching and falling hair.
But what will please you most will
be after a few weeks' use when you
will actually see new hair fine and
downy at first yes but really new
FOR RENT Nicely furnished room
up stairs over Andrews' store. In-
quire of Chas. Ballard at Andrews'
store.
74,377.00 192,017.99Net profits $ 266,394.99
Vour hair becomes light, wavy, fluf-
fy abundant and appears as soft,
lustrous and beautiful as a young
girl's after a "Danderine hair
cleanse." Just try this moisten a
cloth with a little Danderine and
carefully draw it through your hair,
taking one small strand at a time.
This will cleanse the hair of dust,
dirt and excessive oil and in a just
. few moments you have doubled the
beauty of your hair.
Besides beautifying the hair at
79,306.57
RESERVED
For depreciation and renewals
For redemption of bonds
61,855.48
2,911.24
A home for a home lover. Several
newly furnished rooms with conven-
iences of home. Mrs. Robinson, cor-
ner Grant avenue and Johnson St.
hair growing all over the scalp. If
you care for pretty, soft hair and lots
of it surely get a 25 cent bottle of
Knowlton's Danderine from any drug-
gist or toilet counter, and just try it.
be expected from new mining operations in the Baldy and Klizabethtown
districts and from the recent construction and improvement of wagon roads
to Taos and other points within reach of the present terminu of Ute Park.
REDUCTION OF LIABILITIES.
Three years ago your company issued $206,000.00 on car trust notes in
part payment of new freight car purchases. During the year 1909, your
company made an issue of $723,000.00 of coupon gold notes to provide funds
for additions and improvements to mining, coking and railroad plants.
This floating indebtedness has been reduced by payment and cancella-
tion of notes at and prior to maturity, from earnings without making new
loans or renewals, as follows:
Car trust notes paid and cancelled $145,000.00
Coupon gold notes paid and cancelled 130,000.00
79.S06.57 14,539.85$ 64,766.72
4,929.57 206,557.8 TYPEWRITERS.Surplus for year $ 201,628.27
Surplus to June 30, 1909 384,476.29 Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. NewNEWS OF THE STATE Total surplus June 30, 1910 $ 586,104.56 pJatens furnished. Ribbons and suiplies. Typewriters sold, exchanges
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guar-
anteed. Santa Fe Typiwriter Ex-
change. Phone 231.
Decrease.
Deficit.
DESCRIPTION OF FUNDED DEBT, FIRST MORTGAGE FIVE PER CENT,
Total notes cancelled $295,000.00
CAPITAL AND FUNDED LIABILITIES.
No change has been made in the amount of capital stock or bonds
the figures being as follows;
LEFT THE GIRLS. and have it changed into sugar sweet- -
while the Misses Wilma and Noralness of superfine quality. Lasses of
Abbott were shopping in town Mon-jth- e good old kind which won't run out
day, their horse got scared at some of a barrel, but has to be bored out NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
boxes rolling up behind him and broke with an auger would prove a fine ad- -
larders. Havenordition to our leanloose from where he was hitched and
ran away. The girls followed him
about two miles before he stopped.
Gazette.
FIFTY-YEA- GOLD BONDS.
Date of issue July I, 1905. Date of maturity July 1, 1955. Principal and
interest payable in gold, free of all taxes. Interest payable January 1st, and
July 1st. Hate of interest, five per cent. Secured by a direct first lien on the
entire property of the company now owned or which may hereafter be ac-
quired; also collaterally secured on the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific
railway by deposit with the trustee under the mortgage of $300,500 first mort-
gage five per cent, fifty-yea- r gold bonds due July 1, 1955. and $3,500,000 capi-
tal stock of the St. Louis Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway company being
the entire amount outstanding of each. Authorized $15,000,000; outstanding
June 30, 1909, $7,500,000. The bonds outstanding were issued for the follow-
ing purposes: $4,000,000 for the acquisition and improvement of the property,
and $3,500,000 for exchange at par for the bonds of the St. Louis Rocky Moun-
tain & Pacific Railway company, issued to defray the cost of building and
We have been unable to learn how
much the buggy was damaged. Quay
County Times.
Department of the Interior,
V. S. Land Office at
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 12, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Reyes
Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M., who, on
April 12th, i909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09579 f NE Section
24, Township 13 N., Range 8 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of in-
tention to make Final Three Year
Common Stock $10,000,0(10.00
Preferred Stock l.OOO.ooo.on
Bonds 7,500,000.00
IMPROVEMENTS AND ADDITIONS.
A total of $94,905.56 was expended during the fiscal year for additions
and improvements consisting principally of machinery for preparation of coal,
houses for employes, equipment and railroad sidings.
All properties of your company have been and are being kept up to the
highest possible standard of efficiency. This applies to coal mines, coking
plants, washeries, power plants, buildings, railroad and equipment.
ADDITIONAL COAL MINES.
The rapidly increasing demand for fuel in the great southwestern terri-
tory which must be served by your company's operations, emphasizes the
need of a larger productive capacity and the establishment of new mines.
With this in view, investigations have been carried on during the past
A CLOSE CALL.
Last Thursday while on their way
to town J. T, Shipley, wife and little
child, met with an accident which
almost caused a runaway. While Just
south of town the buggy pole broke,
causing the team to become frighten-
ed and unmanageable. However, the
equipping 106 miles of railroad. The balance unissued may be issued as
follows: $1,000,000 for further developments and improvements and $6,500,000
in exchange at oar for the first mortgage five per cent fifty-yea- r gold bonds
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Harry C. Kin-sel- l,
V. S. Commissioner, at Stanley,
N. M., on the 4th day of November,
team was stopped at the railroad
WHO WAS SHE.
Recently some Mexicans unearthed
what they believe to be the body of
an Indian woman. It is said that a
portion of the hair, which remains on
the skull, is long and quite light col-
ored, also that one hand is partly cov-
ered with skin. The body was found
in an ancient mound under an over-
hanging cliff near the mouth of Ash
Spring canyon. Sierra County
crossing with no one hurt and but of the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway company, of which a
like amount are authorized and unissued. Provision is made in the mortgagelittle damage to the buggy. Tolar 1912.
for a sinking fund of one cent for each gross ton of coal mines from theTribune.
HOUSE AFIRE.
Fire destroyed the residence of
Conrad Luebbe on his place about five
miles north of town early Monday
year by diamond drill and tunnel openings to develope new localities on
your company's property outside of zone of present workings. The results,
although fully expected, have been gratifying nevertheless, showing two
widely separated locations, each well adapted for a site for a mining plant
of large capacity and low cost of construction and both readily accessible
from your company's railroad.
POTATO CANON DISTRICT.
Of these, the Potato Canon district proves to be especially favorable
for large operations, owing to the fact that the two upper veins of your coal
field, the Potato Canon and Tin Pan veins, both excellent coking coals are
Claimant names as witnesses:
Polito Hoybal, of Kennedy, N. M'.;
Julian Romero, of Kennedy, N. M.;
Abalino Valencia, of Kennedy, N. M.,
and Trinidad Martinez, of Hyer, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
LOST HIS NOSE.
Two Mexican youths, whose love
for the same senorita led them into
morning. The house was occupied by
Mrs. Maria Walker who had but re
property pledged thereunder, to be set aside annually beginning (first pay-
ment) April 1, 1911, and invested by the trustee in bonds of this issue, it
they can be purchased at par and interest, or, with the approval of the com-
pany, at a higher price; otherwise to be invested in securities in which sav-
ing banks at the time shall be authorized to invest under the laws of New
York, New Jersey or Connecticut, until such time as bonds of the company
are obtainable. All bonds of the company purchased through the operations
of the sinking fund are to be cancelled. Denomination of the coupon bonds,
$1,000, $5,000 and $10,000 coupon bonds may be registered as to principal or
exchanged for fully registered bonds, which are reconvertible into coupon
bonds. Metropolitan Trust Company of New York, trustee, interest payable
in New York at the office of Bankers Trust company. Application to be
made for listing on the New YoVk Stock Exchange.
an altercation at Picacho, Wednesday
night following a dance, are now more
cently moved into same and expected
to Jive there during the cold weather.
With the assistance of neighbors Mrs.
Walker saved most of her householdthan love sick. The one is minus apart of his nose, while the other is
more or less bruised up. The names
of the cut-up- s could not be learned.
Roswell News,
here found to be in excellent physical condition and so situated that both
can be worked by drift entries concentrating the output over one tipple ami
under service of the same power plant, and from the same point if found
desirable, the lower, or Raton coal vein which is now worked at. Koehler
and Van Houten and which underlies this entire coal field, can be reached
and worked by means of a shaft 500 feet deep.
Such a mining plant will not only have enormous producing capacity,
but will enable mining at a minimum cost.
SUGARITE DISTRICT.
Another important development has been made in the Sugarite district
immediately east of the city of Raton, where our Investigations have resulted
hi outlining a large area of coal of fine quality for domestic purposes, for
which there is rapidly increasing demand and at higher prices than can be
realized for other grades of coal. This district is being further developed
by drift entries preparatory to the establishment of a mining plant at a point
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
No. 09705.
Department of the Interior, U. S.
Land Office at Santa Fe, N. il., Sept.
24, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that E. n
Leonard, of Santa Fe, N. M., who
on April 20, 1909, made Homestead
Entry No. 09703, for Lots 1, 2, 3, 4,
Sec. 2, Lot 1, Sec. 3, Township 16 N
Range 9 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has
filed notice of intention to make
Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before Register
THE GREATEST DISPLAY EVER
AT ALBUQUERQUE NEXT WEEK
goods and has moved back into her
own house just north of the Luebbe
farm.
Mr. Luebbe recently made proof on
his claim and left for a visit to his
former home in Alabama, leaving a
number of tools and miscellaneous ar-
ticles in the basement of his house,
these were destroyed. It is estimated
that his loss is about $500. Logan
Leader.
A HELPER.
It is not often that a county is
blessed with men who for the better-
ment of the commonwealth, give will-
ingly and bountifully of their time and
money. This, however, was the case
Friday night when Commissioner
Shields of Dawson came to Cimarron
to address the people of this city on
the subject of good roads. Would
or Receiver, U. S Land Office, Santa
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct. 1. Things
are humming out at Traction park,
where one week from today the thirty-secon- d
annual New Mexico state fair
will be opened. There is a stir of in-
dustry in the air, tents are rising,
shelves are beiDg placed, the race
track is being gone over with the
usual drags, and the baseball diamond
has been put into splendid shape for
F. A. Wootsey, a brakeman at Jack-
sonville, Texas, says: "I was down
with kidney trouble and rheumatism
up to meetings of associations, lodges
and the like. There are several state
boards to meet here during the fair;
at least two state-wid- e associations,
the Good Roads and Pharmaceutical
organizations, the organization meet-
ing of the state municipal league will
bi held in the city while the fair is in
progress, the Press association will
hold a meeting, and things generally
will hum. The man, woman or child
that the county had more of these
Fe, New Mexico, on the 15th day of
November, 3912.
Claimant names as witnesses: '
George S. Tweedy, Charles A. Ser- -
ingo, T. P. Delgado, Damasio Mon--
rrien, who so kindly give their time bc bad I could hardly get up, and had
two miles from Raton; and beginning about October 15, 1910, will be oper-
ated as a wagon mine to supply consumers in the city during the time re-
quired for the necessary development and installation of the plant.
SINKING FUND AND DEPRECIATION.
The mortgage securing bonds of your company provides that commenc-
ing April 1, 1910, an amount equal to one cent per ton of coal mined shall be
set aside for a sinking fund for redemption of bonds. In compliance with
this provision, the required amount has been set aside each month out of
earnings and will be transferred to the Metropolitan Trust Company of New
York, trustees under the mortgage at the close of the year.
backache all the time, and was almost
tcya, all of Santa Fe, N. M.tired of living. I saw an ad of Foley
Kidney Pills and after taking one
bottle I was better, and when I had
taken two more I was thoroughly
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
the tournament which will be played
during the six days of the fair. Every-
one in Albuquerque is keenly alive to
the importance of the fair this year
who cannot find plenty to do in Albu-
querque during fair week will be an
unsociable and captious personcured." For sale by all Druggists, NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
for the Improvement of the highways.
Cimarron News.
SAVED THE LOT.
Fire Wednesday morning about 9
o'clock completely destroyed the four
room frame and adobe house of J.
W. Lopez near the hills on the north
side of town. The house was occu-
pied by colored people who were get-
ting their breakfast when the stove
pipe became disconnected from the
chimney, setting fire' to the ceiling.
The fire had quite a start before an
alarm was turned in and on account
and everyone is doing his part to
make it a success.
There will be a greater display of
LIEUT-MORRIS-
ON
IS KILLED WHILE
H. M. Beatty, Little Rock, Ark.,
says: "For the past two years I suf-
fered with kidney trouble, had severe
pains across "my back and over my
ON TORPEDO BOAT
Newport, R. I., Oct. 1. Lieut. Don'
aid P. Morrison was killed and eight
agricultural and horticultural exhibits
this year than have ever been shown
at a state fair before. The same may
be said of livestock. As for poultry,
the problem is where to place the
coops of fancy birds that are being
shipped in from California, Colorado,
Kansas and the east, beside the num-
erous pens of New Mexico stock that
are still to come. A big tent has been
provided for the protection of displays
hips that almost meant death to me
at times. I used several well known
kidney remedies, but got no relief un-
til I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
I can truthfully say made me a sound
and well man." For sale by all
men injured today by the explosion
The policy of making provision from earning for depreciation and ulti-
mate replacement of property has been carefully adhered to. The total
amount set aside for this purpose up to date is $314,624.71, while for the
fiscal year covered by this report, the amount is $61,855.48. It should be
borne in mind that these deductions are not expenditures and have no con-
nection whatever with the cost of repairs and maintenance, but are in reality
a reservation made from earnings for the sole purpose of ultimately re-
placing depreciated property.
The managers of your company's affairs feel warranted in being decided.
Iy optimistic regarding its future growth.
The great Southwest is now a Mecca for countless thousands of home-seeker- s
from the east, who come in quest of cheaper and better lands for
farming purposes.
Development is going on at a pace unchecked by temporary adverse
conditions which may prevail from time to time in the eastern financial cen-
ters. In short, the country served by your company's operations is increas-
ing in population by leaps and bounds, which foreshadows an equally rapid
increase of business in coal and coke and in railroad traffic.
EARNINGS AND SURPLUS.
The gross earnings for the year were $1,974,244.11, an increase of $535,-198.5- 5
over previous year. Net earnings were $667,511.17, an increase of
of the steam chest on the torpedo
of there being no fire plugs in the
vicinity, placed the firemen at a dis-
advantage. The chemical engine was
used but was of little use on account
Sealed proposals will be received
by the County Commissioners of
Santa Fe County, New Mexico, up to
twelve o'clock noon, Tuesday, the . 8th
day of October, 1912, for furnishing
all materials for one bridge to be built
at the Arroyo Atascoso, near the
Town of Galisteo, New Mexico.
All the material and work shall be
furnished and done in accordance
with plans and specifications made by
the Midland Bridge company of Kan-
sas City, Missouri, on file in the office
of the County Clerk at Santa Fe,
where they may be seen and examin-
ed.
Each bid must be accompanied by
a certified check in the sum of ten
per cent of the amount of bid.
Parties desiring so to do, may also
submit plans and prices of their own,
boat destroyer Walke.
Lieut. Morrison entered the serv
ice from Missouri in 1902.
The Walke was launched at the
of heavy machinery, farm vehicles and
the like, and one local company nas
erected a smaller tent for its exclu
sive use. Preparations are going for
NO PASSENGERS
KILLED IN WRECK.
Nashville, Tenn., Oct. 1. Two Pull-
man sleeping cars, four day coaches
and two express cars broke away from
a rapidly moving Louisville & Nash-
ville train near Elgmont, Ala., early
ward steadily, there are no hitches,
and it looks as thought .this latest or
New Mexico's fairs were sure to be$211,446.70, or 31 per cent over last year,
.,, . . i fl .iiiT-o- !) t Inn nn.1After providing ior me nxeu expe(icB, tuw eo, "-- " jjer ,est.
sinking fund requirements, mere is a surplus irom ui e v,..
$201,628.27, which added to previous surplus fund makes the total surplus
on June 30, 1910, $586,104.56.
For further details aB to earnings, income and financial conditions ref-
-
,., . iMn,itn4-ni- ,11 twiner iha nannrt.
The official program . has been an-
nounced and promises a variety of
good things in the way of entertain-
ment of the visitor. There are to be
today, plunged down an embankment,
then caught fire and burned, but every
passenger escaped death and less than
a score received minor injuries. An
express messenger, caught in the
wreckage of his car, was cremated.
Flames spread so rapidly that oc-
cupants of the Pullman were com
erence is made to tne auditors buuhuimui
.u.m.i, - " "-- 7 " ., tah.i, harness and
and the Board of Commissioners re-
serves the right to reject any and
all bids or to accept any bid mado
that in their judgment is for the best
interest of Santa Fe County, New
Mexico.
JOSE ORTIZ Y PINO,
Chairman.
Attest: M. O. ORTIZ. Clerk.
Tho iinnrrf nf directors desire me 10 again cAyicofl 11.0 1' -
running races, motorcycle races, two
of the fire having gained such head-
way. Gallup Republican.
THE BEST EVER.
When State Land Commissioner
Robt. P. Ervien Was here during his
recent visit to Otero county, and after
he had inspected the Tularosa and La
Luz road, he paid his highest compli-
ment to Commissioner J. J. Sanders
in particular and to our old board of
commissioners in general. He was in-
formed as to how Mr. Sanders worked
in order to bring about the best
results to the county in the building
of that road, how Mr. Sanders camped
with the outfits and labored himself
as hard or harder than he had ever
worked before, and Mr. Sanders has
been a laboring man all of his life. We
mention this to show that Mr. San-
ders' earnestness to make the county
the best possible commissioner is a
matter worthy of note by our state
land commissioner. Otero County Ad-
vertiser.
SWEET JUICE.
Nels. Anderson has yie saccharine
squeezer in operation now, and any
one who has become temporarily
soured on the world and the way it
is run, may have this acidity removed
by calling upon Mr. Anderson and
procuring some sweetness at so much
per. Here's invoking the best kind
of good fortune for Mr. Anderson and
pelled to flee in their night clothing,
abandoning all their baggage.
It is believed a broken rail caused
the accident.
yard of the Fore River Ship Building
company at Quincy, Mass., November
3, 1910.
She is a sister vessel of the de-
stroyers Perkins and Sterrett and has
a displacement of 742 tons. Her com-
plete crew is 89 men.
The accident occurred off Bren-ton'- s
reef lightship while the Walke
was preparing for her second quar-
terly trial.
The seriously injured were: Lieu-
tenant Robert L. Montgomery of the
destroyer Fanning; E. B. Crawford,
gunner's mate of the destroyer Patter-
son, the umpires named to watch the
tests and the following members of
the Walke's crew: J. W. Rumpis,
mate, first class; H. L. Wildes, ma-
chinist's mate, first class; D. S. Kelly,
chief machinist mate; J. Delaney, first
class fireman; W. E. Kraus( oiler,
and F. B. Conway, oiler.
The forward end of the port tur
bine, together with the steam' ches
was blown off.
'The destroyers Perkins, Sterrett
and Mayrant immediately went to th'
assistance of the Walke, but her star-
board engine was in commission and
she steamed back into the harbor, run-
ning alongside the hospital ship So-
lace. The wounded men were trans-
ferred and the Walke was sent to the
torpedo station for repairs.
daily aeroplane flights by that prince
of aviators, Lincoln Beachey, who has
electrified thousands with his daring
feats, and hundreds of other attrac-
tions.
In the evenings, there will be car-
nival shows and the bench show, danc-
ing on the new paved streets and all
the other attractions which usually
the efficient service of the officers and employes of your company, which
J
do with more than passing pleasure, feeling that it is fully deserved.
Respectfully submitted,
HENRY KOEHLER, President.
ST LOUIS, ROCKY MOUNTAIN AND PACIFIC COMPANY, ACCOUNT-
ING DEPARTMENT.
Raton, New Mexico, October 1, 1910.
Henry Koehler, President, St. Louis Rocky Mountain & Pacific Company,
Cen-
tral National Bank Building, St. Louis, Mo.
Dear Sir I beg to hand you herewith the following statements show-
ing results of operations, and financial condition of the combined companies
TREASURY WILL
NOT AID BANKS.
Washington, D. C, Oct. 1. The
treasury will make no deposits thisgo with the state fair. .. . ... . 1. . : 1 unnirD .n Fn ; ;
II. E. Archer, merchant of West-ove- r,
Ala., states "My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of
Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the con-
tents of one bottle, he was well.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound is
kept continually in our house. It is
perfectly safe and effective," For sale
by all Druggists.
The mornings will be mostly given ia" wnu "'' "as of June 30, 1910. late tne movements 01 urupo. jbibi-an- t
Secretary Bailey who returned to- -ahoH,,io T Consolidated Balance Sheet of the St. Louis, Rocky Moun
tain & Pacific company; St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & Pacific Railway dav from Dublin. N. H., where he
conferred with Secretary MacVeagh.
made that announcement. He said
there was nothing to indicate the
necessity of such deposits.
Schedule II. Consolidated Income Account of the above companies.
Respectfully,
A. H. OFFICER, Auditor.
Recovered From
Severe Lung Trouble
While we all know thut plenty of freshair and good food are ueeeamiry to persons
suffering from lung trouble, uoinothiiiK
more 1b needed to bring about full health.lOckman's Alterative 18 a medicine for
tti rout and luug troubles. ml iniiuy
reports have been received showing thutit brought about good results in u number
of cases which were riwlnrcd boneless.
ST. LOUIS1 nine ROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC COMPANY;ST. ColonistROCKY MOUNTAIN & PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY, CONSOLI-
DATED BALANCE SHEET, AS AT JUNE 30, 1910.
ASSETS.his new venture. Any one may take
his raw material to Anderson's mill.
Philadelphia, Sept. 30. Major John
M. Carson, a widely known newspa-
per correspondent, died here last
night from n complication of dis-
eases. Major Carson was the first
president of the gridiron club of
Washington.
A gpod show at the Elks tonight.
Don't miss it. j that !1 sufferers who are nut lieiii!!t!: 2 OneWayCost of property and equipment .$18,892,746.94Other investments 300,341.00First mortgage bonds Owned 482,000.00Cash 193,663.73
Notes receivable 166,600.00
260,924.08Accounts receivable ...
Coal and coke on hand
Material and supplies .
Sundry accounts
Other assets
6,081.09
99,556.21
7,364.88
14,763.55
SECOND CLASS TICKETS,
TO CALIFORNIA
$30.00
PORTLAND.ORE. AND L AC
THE NORTHWEST W.ViJ
wunniBC, BUOUIU, ll ieUS HlVCSIlgUie
what it has done for others. It may bethe means of restoring you to health. In-
vestigate this cuse: 4Madison Lake. Minn.
"Gentlemen: In December. 1!M)S. and
March, 1UOW. I was taken with hemor-
rhages of the lungs, which routined uie
several weeks each time to inv bed. Theseleft me very weak and I coughed at nightsand could not sleep. Mv appetite alsofailed nie. My doctor advised me to goWest. So, in September, liKtti. 1 plannedto go. but I bad four more hemorrhages,which put ineiii bed for three weeks.
"In Aoveinher I started for 'ol.After my arrival, I met .Michael Hrody,
who, uiwn learning of my condition, urgedme to take Kckman'a Alterative. In
about two months, I began to feel better.I kept on taking the medicine and Im- -
C roved fast. In March. lillO, I returned
nine. I think I am entirely well have agood appetite and sleep well. When I leftDenver my weight was 1:10 pounds. Inow weigh HIS, my normal weight. Ithank Cod and your Alterative for mvhealth. If I can help anv other person
Buffering from Tuberculosis, I will gladlydo so."
Sworn affidavit) PAT'I. I.. KASXACHT.Kekiiinu s Alterative is effective in Bron-
chitis, Asthma. Hay Kever: Throat and
Lung Troubles, and in upbuilding the
system. Does not contain poisons, opiatesor drugs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries and write to Kckman
Lalioratory, I'biladelphla. la.. for moreFor sale by all leading druggt
iy Zook'B Parmacy, Santa Fe.
Why Have " TATerves ?w
Thii is the reason why women have " nerves." When thoughts begin to drew
cloudy and uncertain, impulses lag and the warnings of pain and distress are sent
like flying message throughout limbs and frame, straightway, nine times in ten, a
womanwill lay the eause oi the trouble to some defect at the point where she first
felt it. Is it headache, a backache, a sensation of irritability or twitching and
uncontrollable nervousness, something must be wrong with the head or back, a
woman naturally says, but all thetim- - the real trouble very, often senters in the
womanly organs. Ic nine cases out of ten the seat of the difficulty is here, and a
woman should take rational treatment for its cure. The local disorder and inflam-
mation of the delicate special organs of the sex should be treated steadily and
systematically .
Dr. Pierce, during a long period of practice, found that a prescription made
from medicinal extracts of native roots, without the use of alcohol, relieved over 90
per cent, of such cases. After using this remedy for many years in his private prac-
tice he put it up in form of Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription, that would make it
easily procurable, and it can be had at any store where medicines are handled. .
Mbs. Ltla. B. Hawkish, of Zeus, Va., writes: " I had been failing In health
for two years most of the time was not able to attend to my household duties.
Female weakness was my trouble and I was getting very bad but, thanks to Doctor
Pierce's medicines, I am well and strong again. I took only three bottles of ' Favor-
ite Prescription,' and used the 'Lotion Tablets.' I have nothing but praise forDoctor Pierce's wonderful medicines." ,
TAKE DR. PIERCE'S PLEASANT PELLETS FOR LIVER ILLS.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe,
New Mexico, Sept. 20, 1912.
Notice is hereby given that Toribio
Gonzales, of Pecos, New Mexico, who
on August 26, 1907, made Homestead
application. No. 04732-1191- for Lots
1 and 2, Section 6 and Lot 4, Section
5, Township 16 N., Range 12 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inten-- 1
tion to make five-ye- ar proof, to estab-
lish claim to the land above described,
before Register and Receiver, U. S.
Land Office, at Santa Fe, New Mexico,
op. the 8th day of November, 1912.
'Claimant names as witnesses:
Emilio. Gonzales, Pedro Rivera, Cres-- :
tino Rivera, Enrique Rivera, all of
Pecos, New Mexico.
MANUEL R. OTER,
' Register.
$10,000,000.00
1,000,000.00
7.500,000.00
573,000.00
61,000.00
140.733.7S
60,000.03
4,642.5'
176,020.16
5,004.44
Total Assets $20,424,041.48
LIABILITIES.
St. L. R. M. & P. Company,
Common stock
Preferred slock
First mortgage bonds
Coupon gold notes
Si L. R. M. & P. Railway Co. car trust notes
Audited vouchers and wages unpaid
Notes payable
Accounts payable
Accrued interest
Sundry accounts
Replacement of plant and equipment and re--
served from income for depreciation $314,624.71
Sinking fund for redemption of bonds, ac- -
Dates of tale, Sept. 25th to
October 10th, 1912.
Stop-ove- allowed.
Remember the Low Summer
Tourist rates to California and re-
turn in effect until Sept 30th, 1912.
H. 5. LUTZ Santa Fe. N. M.
r
- i'
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OFFICIAL NEWS
"The Home of Quality Groceries"
Co. filed an amendment raising its
capital stock to $125,000 by adding to
the common stock 150 shares at $100.
The office of the company is at Raton
and the agent is Charles F. Rems-ber-
ALLEGED ROBBER CAUGHT.
Mounted Policeman M. D. Loveless
arrested Tomas Martinez at Chama on
the charge of Etealing a watch from
Bernardo Valdez.
city which allowed them to meet the'
ladies, geographers were warm in
their praises last night of the "tea
party" given them yesterday after-
noon. The visitors also praised the
executive work of Dr. Edgar L. Hew-et-t
who arranged all the details of
their entertainment here and who also
originated the bright idea of bringing
the scientists to Santa Fe and keep-
ing them here an entire day, allowing
them but 20 minutes in the Duke
City.
EVERY DAY
IS
A Busy Day
WITH US!
This was another dull day at the
capitol, so many officials of promi-
nence being away. The governor,
Brcretary of state and adjutant gene-
ral, the judges of the supreme court
and the clerk of the supreme court
are expected back in a few days,
however.
NEW COMPANY.
The corporation commission's of-
fice was the scene of activity, as us-
ual, A new company filed incorpora-
tion papers. The company is called
the Coleman-Blac- company, at Albu-
querque, naming John D. Coleman as
statutory agent. It is capitalized at
$50,000, consisting of 5,000 shares at
$10. The paid in capital is $6,000 and
the shareholders are: John D. Cole-
man, Richard Schreiber and Alvin F.
Blank, each 200 shares, and all resi-
dents of Albuquerque.
The New Mexico Irrigated Lands
'.. .'
thrilled by the "analysis and decom-
position of light" as artists might say.
Miss Reo will be seen again tonight
in "Howella Pheel."
Pin Tons come In colors to har-
monize with table decorations, cream
almonds, cream wafers, caramels,
fudge, 'buttermilk' and 'San Igual'
are some of the names given to Pin
Ton products.
Finn Not Guilty In the case of the
State vs. William Finn, charged with
assaulting an Indian with intent to
kill, Judge Abbott sustained the mo-
tion of Attorney E. P. Davies and At-
torneys Renehan and Wright to direct
a verdict of not guilty on the ground
that not sufficient proof had been
brought in. This case grew out of
the shooting of "Dick" Wetherill some
two years ago in San Juan county and
has attracted much attention. Tes-
timony was introduced to show that
lfrnn, a cowboy emyloe or friend of
Wetherill, had ridden toward his home
after Wetherill had been shot and that
two' Indians tried to Intercept him,
whereupon he defended himself.
Made Hit With Savants Declaring
that of all the places they visited from
ocean to ocean, Santa Fe was the only
MOCK LYNCHING
MAKES NEGRO CONFESS.
Kenasha, Wis., Oct. 1. A mock
lynching, staged by Sheriff Andrew F.
Staple, of Kenosha county, was pro-
ductive of a ('Confession near here
Sunday afternoon from a negro ac-
cused of grand larceny. The man
confessed to the crime after the rope
had bee put ground his neck and he
was about to be pulled off his feet
by the mock lynchers." .The "mob"
was organized by Sheriff Staples in a
realistic manner. The negro was
overpowered and apparently was
about to be strangled when he broke
down and confessed that he had stolen
a gun valued at six dollars.
Over 500 People guessed correctly
that Zook would receive the Pin Ton
chocolates. What a rush there was!
you if you take advantage of It.
These small fires that we have
been having must remind you of the
risk you are taking in not being fully
covered. See Hay ward's advertise-
ment on page five.
Just $2 Per The 1912 Laws of New
Mexico are in print and the copies
may be had for $2 each. This fee
includes postage. V,.,,.
KASNER KAR auto ior hire. Phone
141 J.
' For reliable electric work" see
Sparks. Prices always reasonable,
service prompt.
. Ads Bring Results "We have sold
nearly all of our stoves and attribute
the big sale to an advertisement in
The New Mexican." Statement'Of the
Akers-Wagne- r Furniture company.,1
In District Court The case of the
State vs. Manuel Roybal y Lopez,
charged with stealing a watch, is set
for tomorrow. The court dockets are
nearly cleared. The court has aver-
aged a jury nearly every day.
Distilled Water and no other is
used in our Soda Fountain. Zook's
Pharmacy.
The Board of Registration of pre-
cinct No. 17, will meet at the Barber
shop of S. J. Garcia No. 305 San Fran-
cisco street, commencing today, and
will meet three times a week until
10 days prior to the election Novem-
ber 5th.
The Black Sheep, a biograpli, at
the Elks' tonight.
From 43 to 64 Was the range In
temperature yesterday with the aver-
age relative humidity as high as 70
per cent. The day was partly cloudy
with threatening weather, with a
FALL MILLINERY
UTESTIH
HATS,
FEATHERS,
ETC
MISS A. MUGLER,
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLaZA.
MAKE THEM A LITTLE BUSIER
LBy 'Phoning Your Order
FOR QUALITY GROCERIES
Groceries, i Fruits,
THE PLAZA
Market Co.
West Side of Plaza
Vegetables, Meats,
NOTICE TO WATER
CONSUMERS OF SANTA FE.
The Irrigation season closes on Oc-
tober 1 as is specified in our con-
tracts. As we have had an unusually
large amount of water used during
the summer, we shall strictly enforce
our rules with reference to irrigation
out of season. All consumers are
hereby notified that any person
caught using city water for irrigation
purposes after October 1 will be dis-
connected with our service without
further notice.
SANTA FE WATER AND LIGHT
COMPANY.
WILSON
Heater1Poultry, tOysters,
Bakery Goods, Etc.
sprinkle of rain in the afternoon and
at night,
Elegantly Furnished Rooms for rent.
The finest rooms In the city, having
all modern conveniences, Including
electric light, steam heat and baths.
LOCAL ITEMS.IEverything to
Have Added a Complete
Line of
GROCERIES
To their Stock of Meats
Give Us a Trial.
THE WEATHER.
Denver, Colo., Oct. 1 The
forecast is generally cloudy with
rain in north portion tonight or
Wednesday. Warmer tonight and
in south portion Wednesday.
Phone 4 F. ANDREWS Phone 4
3top and figure out
how much money you
would save if you cut
your fuel bills right in
two, and still doubled
the heating power of
your coal. The result
will be the strongest of
all arguments why you
ought to own a Wilson
Hot Blast Heater. It is
constructed upon en
IN TELEPHONING
The New Mexican, if your business
!s about advertising, subscriptions or
job work, please call up "31 W." If
you wish to speak to the editor or give
any news, please phone "31 J."SCDIT7 JEWELERTHE
Round Oak Stoves and Ranges at
GOEBELS. 3,
.
THE
The European Hotel, centrally lo-
cated. State Progressive; Headquart-
ers In the hotel.
. ,
:,
Open To Elks Today The Elks'
new home on Lincoln avenue is open
to all Elks today and on Friday, from
2 to 5 p. m. It will be open to the
public. The home will be dedicated
at 8 p. m. Friday. All Elks and their
guests are invited to be present.
Aristocracy exists In this country- -it
is a sweet meat aristocracy called
"Pin Ton's confections for the fasti-
dious."
Eugenia Garcia Dead Mrs. Eugenia
Garcia, widow, died yesterday at the
age of 32 years. The funeral took
place this morning from the cathedral.
Interment in Rosario cemetery. The
Akers-Wagne- r Undertaking company,
was In charge of the arrangements.
The Prize Package, a great comedy,
at the Elks' tonight.
That Dance Postponed The Wo-
man's Board of Trade has postponed
indefinitely the monthly dance to be
held at Library hall. The opening of
the Elka new home this week and the
Albuquerque fair and ball next week
are responsible for this decision, it Is
said.
A Hearty Laugh That, often re-
peated, greeted the "craziest act In
vaudeville" presented at the Elks' the-
atre last night by Betty Reo and
Edgar Mayo. There was a good house
and the audience was frequently
tirely original prin-
ciples, which are so
thoroughly efficient
and practical as to
make the Wilson the
greatest heater in the
world. Chief among
these is the famous
Because of 'the illness of Mayor
celso Lopez there will be no meeting
of the city council tonight.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
has been filed from Monico Calles to
Frank Owen for land in Pojoaqtte.
PLAZA MARKET CO.
headquarters for
High-grad- e
WATCHES
AND
CLOCK5 Hot Blast
Even if the Frost Did Come We Still Have
FLOWERS
TriE ClARENDuN GARDEN
through which all gases generated ar
ln)Wfl 11 T 3 11 burned, eliminating all waste.
HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
OCCASIONALLY.
Time Pieces That Are
Reliable! Santa Fe Hardware & Supply Co.Phone Black 12. R. V. BOYLE, Mgr.
Fall ModelsThe Newest Parisian CorsetsIN
i
n
(V
i
i'.i
I
Will be on display during
Parisian Opening Week, -
Which Will Be Held September 30th to October 5th. .
SECRET of a Beautiful Figure is the Corset. TheTHE Corset is the one that fits not merely the
waist but the entire figure as well. If the Corset is
wrong the most beautifully tailored gown will be wrong.
Guaranteed Corset
Without Extra
Charge
Why take any risk when
you can be sure of satisfac-
tory wear from a Parisiana
corset?
Its good style and shape
are there to stay. We
guarantee it. If the stays
should break or the fabric
split you will receive a
new corset without charge.
Ask for a Parisiana, the Guaranteed Corset
Don't be satisfied with
an ordinary corset. The
same money will buy a
Parisiana guaranteed to give
you satisfactory service and
to hold its good shape and
style.
If You Could Only
See Yourself
in the Parisiana corset
made specially for your
size and proportions, see
how this corset brings out
your good points, covers
up your weak ones, you
would realize how nearly
ideal your figure can be.
Parisiana
(RSETS
are made in 48 styles.
Come in and ask for the
style designed for your
type of figure.
These wonderful shap-
ing corsets are surprisingly
low in price, $1.00, $2.00
and up.
They are guaranteed to
bold their good shape and
style or you will receive a
new corset without charge- -
''Sit pARISIANA.Parisian Corsetsare theBest and Make
an elegant figure and suit
YOU EXACTLY!
Parisian Corsets
are the
Right Foundation
as they are made to fit the
ENTIRE FIGURE !
fbRSE
GtRSRTS
wear longer than others
because the materials are
cost no more than ordinary
corsets; $1.00 and up. '
Come and see these
guaranteed corsets. Wel-
come whether you buy
or not.
better; if they should prove defective in any way,
you will receive a new corset without charge.
We have a Parisiana in the right size and style
for you. Will you come in to-da- y?
SALMONs NATHAN 1
f it
